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Transition Program



Department of Assistive

and Rehabilitative Services



Division for Blind Services

Transition Program



Adolescents who are blind or visually impaired have brighter futures today than at any time in history!



ADVANCES IN TECHNOLOGY make it possible for them to live, learn and work alongside

their peers.



There are many EXCELLENT RESOURCES to help youth who are blind achieve their fullest

vocational potential.



POWERFUL LAWS protect their rights to education, employment and access to their

communities.



The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and the Rehabilitation Act are just two of the laws that help students who are blind or visually impaired prepare for the transition from school to adult life, employment and independence. These laws are in place to ensure that services and supports for transitioning students who are blind or visually impaired are coordinated among agencies to assist the student to move from school to post-school activities. The Texas Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative

Services (DARS) is the state agency that supports Vocational Rehabilitative programs (VR) including the Division for Blind Services Transition Program. Each year, students who are blind or visually impaired receive VR services designed to help the student bridge the gap that may occur as they prepare to transition from school to the world of work.



Building a Foundation of Confidence



Transition planning is student centered and its success relies on the collaboration between the student, his or her family and the support systems available to the youth and family. In addition to the student and family, this Transition Team includes a combination of professional and nonprofessional members who are interested in the success of the student and may consist of the Transition Counselor, educational staff, specialists from DBS or the educational system, or any other members of the community who can provide support and assistance.



Transition planning activities and services bring together those resources and supports that promote the achievement of independence and vocational success. The earlier planning can be initiated, the sooner supports and services can be coordinated to achieve the goals of the student. The Division for Blind Services begins transition

planning and services for students at age ten. The Transition Counselor works with the Admissions, Review and Dismissal committee (ARD) to plan and develop long term vocational objectives and independent living goals that are consistent with the interests, strengths, abilities, capabilities, and informed choices  of the individual student. 



Core Services



The Transition Program offers a wide range of services associated with six major skill areas. We think of them as stepping stones to an independent, productive and satisfying life. 



ADJUSTMENT TO BLINDNESS — Counselors familiarize families with diagnostic procedures, medical treatments and other things they need to know to support their youth. Services are designed to equip the youth with coping and self-advocacy skills to boost confidence and self-esteem as he or she adjusts to living with a vision impairment.



INDEPENDENT LIVING (IL) SKILLS — IL services promote independence and self-sufficiency as the youth matures. The family and Transition Counselor identify services that support the student in becoming as independent as possible in everyday life—

at home, in school and at work.

COMMUNICATION — With strong communication skills, youth who are blind or have a visual impairment can thrive at home, at school, at work and in the community. The Transition Program promotes development of a variety of skills including reading, writing and using Braille and other techniques, using assistive technology and accessing information.



TRAVEL — Orientation and mobility skills enable adolescents to safely navigate and explore the world around them and to join their peers in social and community activities.



SUPPORT SYSTEMS — The Transition Program assists youth and families to connect with a wide range of community support systems, such as peer, parent and sibling support groups; advocacy organizations and educational support groups.

VOCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT — Vocational exploration begins at an early age and involves the whole family. Our program promotes the development of organizational and problem-solving skills and assists the youth in career development and exploration.



SERVICES FOR YOUTH AND FAMILIES



· Ongoing evaluations to determine changes in vision and/or service needs;

· Counseling and guidance;

· Diagnostic evaluations and referrals;

· Summer work activities and programs;

· Literature and training materials;

· Hobbies, leisure activities and sports;

· Mentoring with peers and adults; 

· World of Work activities, including individual or group training for students and families (e.g., Braille, social/behavior skills for vocational success, using technology, accessing information, advocacy skills, career exploration, job readiness workshops, etc.);

· Assistive technology and developmental equipment;

· Onsite educational observation and assistance, consultation with teachers and other education professionals;

· Support group connections for youth, parents and siblings; and

· Referrals to other resources.





WHAT OTHER FAMILIES SAY ABOUT DBS TRANSITION SERVICES



“The Division for the Blind has given our family hope and inspiration.”



“The information that I have gained will empower me to help my son in transition

into the world and workforce, as well as in school and perhaps college.”



“Division of Blind Services has prepared us for the many challenges of life.”



“Transition services assisted me in finding m way to independence and a future.”



“The services have helped the whole family. They have made us aware of resources that we had no idea were available and they helped us with our children’s ARDs, with

workshops and enrichment activities that help the whole family to bond and feel like

we are not alone in this struggle. They have been a blessing to our family.”



“They have helped me deal with my son’s blindness by introducing me to blind people

who are very successful in the work field. They have given my son a chance to see

he is not the only one in the world who is blind. They are always someone who I can

count on to encourage me and my family. Thanks DBS.”





Texas Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services

Division for Blind Services



For more information call DARS Inquiries

1.800.628.5115

www.dars.state.tx.us
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Focus on Business



Blindness does not have to stand between you and a qualified worker.  DARS is available to help.



Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services

Division for Blind Services



Benefiting Your Business



The DARS Division for Blind Services offers a wide variety of services specifically for employers.  Whether you need is to find a qualified employee, keep a valued employee, or just to find answers about blindness, we can help.



How We Work



We listen.  

You know your business and employment needs.  We customize services to meet YOUR needs.



We analyze jobs.  

We look at each and every job closely to make sure it can be done to your standards with or without reasonable accommodation.



We selectively screen job candidates.  

We only refer pre-screened, qualified applicants for your employment consideration.



We respond.  

We understand your need to get answers and take action quickly.



We involve you.  

Communication is the key to good working relationships.



Partnerships that WORK

DARS is here to provide you with pre-screened, qualified applicants that want to work and will make a good employees.











Our employment process:  How it works and how it helps you.



Personalized Contact

We need to hear from you to best understand your business, job opportunities and what you are looking for in a qualified employee.



Jobsite Assessments

Viewing your business in operation is an important part of understanding your needs.  It is also an opportunity for us to identify other possible ways to be of assistance to you.



Job Analysis.

We examine each and every job closely to make sure it can be done to your standards with or without reasonable accommodations.  This allows us to offer you effective strategies for how all essential functions of a job will be done.



Consultation



Accommodation Assistance

Because the term blindness can mean anything from some vision loss to complete loss of sight, not every job candidate needs sophisticated access tools.  Strategies are tailored to the most qualified applicant and the task to be done.  When tools are necessary, we make sure that these are effective in meeting the needs of the job and compatible with your existing systems.  



Diversity Presentations

Blindness is often misunderstood, and many people are not immediately comfortable with the idea of blindness or working with someone that is blind.  Our professional and expert staff is available for presentations designed to educate about blindness and the abilities of people who are blind.



On-Site Training

Prior to employment, qualified applicants are well trained in the use of accommodations they may use.  If needed, we can also arrange for on-site training to help facilitate the use of innovative solutions with your business-specific applications.



Follow Up Services

We maintain contact with you throughout the employment assistance process to make sure your needs are met.



On-Going Availability

We look forward to working with you on a long-term basis.  We are there to serve you as your business grows and changes.



What can we do for you?

Questions – Answers



What types of jobs can people who are blind perform?

Our job seekers come from all walks of life, with all types of interests, abilities, job skills and experience.  Advances in technology have greatly increased job opportunities for people who are blind.



Are complex technologies always required for a blind individual to work?

No.  Solutions are individually tailored to the needs of the job and the MOST qualified applicant.  We strive to look at no-tech/low-technology strategies FIRST wherever possible.



Am I required to treat blind workers any differently than the rest of my employees?

No.  You should hire the applicant that is best qualified to perform the essential tasks of the job with or without reasonable accommodation.  Performance expectations and consequences should be the same as those for all other employees.



Are services available to help me maintain a good employee that may be losing vision?

Yes.  Keeping good employees is just good business.  We can help.



If you have questions about our business services, please call:



The Division for Blind Services (DBS)

Your experts on employment and blindness

512-377-0570 or 800-628-5115 V/TTY

www.dars.state.tx.us/dbs/ 



The Division for Rehabilitation Services (DRS)

Your experts on employment and disabilities excluding blindness.

210-805-2200 or 800-628-5115 V/TTY

www.dars.state.tx.us/drs/index.shtml 



For more information about DARS and a list of office locations

www.dars.state.tx.us 



(Logo)

Texas Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services

800-628-5115 866-581-9328 TTY

www.dars.state.tx.us 


Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services

Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services



Helping people with   traumatic brain injuries and spinal cord injuries live more independently.



There is Hope for people with traumatic brain or spinal cord injuries…



A high school football player received a serious brain injury one Friday night during a game. He lapsed into a coma for four months. 

The CRS program helped him.

	

A dental assistant with three kids had a car crash that left her body paralyzed from the neck down.  The CRS program helped her.

	

A truck driver, an assault victim, was left paralyzed after the attack. Once again, the 

CRS program helped.



These are three different Texans with three different life-changing injuries. More importantly, these are three different people given hope by the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services (CRS) program. Thanks to the DARS CRS program, these and other Texans have left nursing homes and hospitals to live in their own homes again.



The DARS CRS program helps consumers who have experienced:

• A traumatic brain injury, or

• A traumatic spinal cord injury.



Our goal is to Help people get back to a life of maximum independence.



Who is eligible for the Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services program?



In order to receive services, the consumer must:



•  Have a traumatic brain injury, a traumatic spinal cord injury, or both. These injuries 	must have significantly affected the consumer’s ability to perform daily activities.



•  Be at least 16 years old by the time they finish the program.



•  Be a United States citizen or immigrant alien.



•  Have lived in Texas for at least six months or have a primary caregiver who has lived in Texas for at least six months.



•  Be medically stable enough to participate in rehabilitation activities.

 

•  Agree to participate in the services offered by the DARS CRS program.



What happens in the CRS program? 



Every person in the CRS program receives their own treatment plan, based on their individual needs. The goal of the CRS program is to help people be more independent in their homes and communities.



Depending on what is needed, the CRS program pays for one or all of these treatments:



In-patient Comprehensive Medical Rehabilitation — A team of medical experts provides consumers with therapy, medical care, and other help. These services take place in a rehabilitation hospital and typically last 30 days.



Outpatient Services — Experts help consumers increase their ability to do daily activities that were affected by their injury. Consumers may have to go to a hospital or clinic during the day, but will be able to go home after their treatments.



Post-Acute Traumatic Brain Injury Services — These services help consumers deal with mental or thought issues related to their injury like forgetfulness or difficulties in solving problems. These services are offered on a residential (overnight stay) and non-residential basis.



Please understand that the CRS program has more people applying for services than it can serve. The consumer’s name may be put on a waiting list once he or she is accepted into the program. CRS counselors will not be able to tell you how long the wait for services might be. Apply as soon as possible to receive CRS program services. When the consumer is medically stable enough — and when his or her turn comes up — we will let you know they can start the rehabilitation program.





What is the history of the DARS CRS program?



The CRS program was first funded in 1991 with the creation of dedicated funding to address traumatic brain injury and traumatic spinal cord injury. 





How does the program get its funding?



Money for the CRS program comes from court fees charged on convictions of criminal felonies and misdemeanors. A portion of those fees fund the CRS program. Other money comes from General Revenue funds given to the program by the Texas Legislature. These funds help provide services to people on the waiting list as quickly as possible.



The goal of the CRS program is to use this funding to:



•  Serve as many people as possible as soon as possible; and



•  Deliver services that will give the most effective help.  



DEFINITIONS:



Abilities: physical or mental capacity to perform tasks of daily living.



Eligible: meeting the requirements to participate in a program.



Function: to carry out activities of daily living.



Independent: living and carrying out daily activities with little or no help from others. 



Medically stable: a point in the recovery process when rehabilitation can begin because the consumer’s medical issues have improved.



Rehabilitation: the process of teaching a person how to do daily activities even though they have a disability.



Therapy: treatments to help a person gain strength, endurance, and ability with speech, mobility, and activities of daily living.



Traumatic: In the CRS program, an external physical force that causes a sudden change to the body.



Learn more about the DARS Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services program 



Please call the free statewide DARS Inquiries line at 800-628-5115 or visit our web site at www.dars.state.tx.us/drs/crs. 



Please pass this brochure on to others who may have a loved one with a traumatic brain injury or spinal cord injury. Tell them about the DARS Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services program. Our goal is to help people get back to a life of maximum independence.

 

1-800-628-5115 DARS Inquiries

www.dars.state.tx.us










D A R S

Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services

Division for Rehabilitation Services



Vocational Rehabilitation Services





Employment means independence.  With a job,

we can pay our bills...purchase a house or a car...

start a savings account.



The Vocational Rehabilitation Program of the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS), Division for Rehabilitation Services (DRS) helps people who have physical or mental disabilities prepare for, find or keep employment.  Gaining skills needed for a career, learning how to prepare for a job interview or getting the accommodations needed to stay employed are just a few of the ways this program helps people with disabilities increase productivity and independence.



The counselor and consumer work together to:

· decide on an employment goal and

· develop a program of vocational rehabilitation services to achieve the    goal.



The Vocational Rehabilitation Program serves people with a wide variety of disabilities, for example:

· mental illness,

· deaf and hard of hearing,

· impaired functioning of arms or legs,

· back injury,

· alcoholism or drug addiction,

· mental retardation,

· learning disability,

· traumatic brain injury and

· other physical or mental disabilities that prevent a person from finding or keeping a job.



Services are provided based on individual needs.  Some of these services are:

· medical, psychological and vocational evaluation to determine the nature and degree of the disability and the consumer's job capabilities.

· counseling and guidance to help the consumer and family plan vocational goals and adjust to the working world.

· training to learn job skills in trade school, college, university, on the job or at home,

· hearing examinations, hearing aids and other communication equipment, aural rehabilitation and interpreter services for the deaf and hard of hearing,

· medical treatment and/or therapy to lessen or remove obstacles to employment,

· assistive devices such as artificial limbs, braces, and wheelchairs to stabilize or improve functioning on the job,

· rehabilitation technology devices and services to improve job functioning,

· training in appropriate work behaviors and other skills to meet employer expectations,

· job placement assistance to find jobs compatible with the person's physical and mental ability and

· follow-up after job placement to ensure job success.



Consistent with the primary purpose of the program, DARS’ Vocational Rehabilitation services also contribute to the support of persons with disabilities in the community as well as support their movement from nursing homes and institutions to community-based settings.





A person is eligible if:

· the person has a physical or mental disability which results in substantial problems in obtaining or maintaining employment;

· vocational rehabilitation services from DARS are required by that person to prepare for, get or keep a job and

· the person is able to get or keep a job after receiving services.



Services will be determined through informed consumer choice, that is, after providing information about options and alternatives.  Consumers of the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative  Services can be served by only one DARS program at a time.



There are several ways you can reach DARS to inquire about services. First, try calling your local DARS office. It is listed in the government section of your telephone directory. If there is no listing, please contact one of the DRS Regional Offices shown below to locate the office nearest you. You may also call the DARS Inquiry Line at 1-800-628-5115 to speak with a member of the DARS Inquiries Unit.



The DARS ~ Division for Rehabilitation Services contact numbers listed

below have TTY capability.







Region I

Lubbock

(806) 783-2960

1-800-392-1929



Region II

Metroplex

(972) 949-2400

1-800-634-2616



Region III

Austin

(512) 407-1320

1-800-687-2676



Region IV

Houston

(713) 267-8510

1-866-281-1804



Region V

San Antonio

(210) 805-2200

1-800-410-7760



Or call our toll-free help line:

1-800-628-5115



The Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative

Services is an equal opportunity employer and

service provider.



www.dars.state.tx.us





Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services

Division for Rehabilitation Services

4900 N. Lamar Blvd.

Austin, Texas 78751-2399
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MEASURING TIPS


By Pat Engel


· Measuring cups are made specifically for dry ingredients or for dry ingredients.  Sometimes they can be used interchangeably.


· Use color contrast to help visually.  Different colors of cups and spoons may contrast with the substance being measured.  A clear glass or plastic cup can be held against backgrounds of various colors to aid in identifying the quantity of a liquid.


· Measuring cups and spoons come in many different styles and colors.  Choose ones that seem the most helpful to your style and needs.  Some can be identified successfully by the size (perhaps in relation to other cups or spoons).  A few are marked with large print to identify them. Some come in one unit that slides in or out to measure different amounts.


· Clear glass or plastic measuring cups can be marked with a black marker or painted with a tactile paint.  Such paint can be applied so that it leaves a raised dot or line in a bold color such as black or florescent orange to identify specified measures.  Some vision is still required to see the liquid.


· Notches can be made on a measuring cup to mark 1/3, ¼, 2/3, ½ and ¾ cup if desired. 


· OXO makes a 1-cup and a 2-cup  “angled measuring cup” that lets you read the measurement from above if you have enough vision.  It may be possible to tactically mark the angled surface tactually as well.


· Place a measuring cup on the counter and pour, using your finger resting on the lip of the cup to let you know when the cup is full.  The cup may be placed on a plate or paper towel or held over the sink to compensate for any overflow.


· Long handled measuring spoons can be bent at a right angle to resemble a soup ladle.  The spoon can then be dipped into a small plastic dish or baby food jar and lifted out.  This no fuss method is good for liquids such as vanilla and oil.  It can also work with some dry ingredients such as spices or flour.  Liquids can be poured back into the original contain with a funnel if desired, or they can be stored in the new container and labeled.


· The flatter side of a knife is useful for scraping across the top of a measuring cup for measuring dry ingredients accurately.


· Use a talking scale or visual food scale for precise measurements of ingredients by weight.


· Dispensers are available that give relatively precise measurement of sugar or salt and pepper.


· A liquid level indicator can be used to fill a container, such as a baby’s bottle, to one level.  There is also a level indicator that is somewhat adjustable.


********************************************************************************************


· Other devices for measuring: Talking tape measures, Braille steel tape measures, measuring tapes with grommets for sewing purposes, Braille yardsticks, flat steel framing squares, click rule (to measure accurately to 1/16”), Braille metal protractors and Braille and low vision rulers (some with caliper).


· For personal weight, there are talking weight scales and scales with large print.


CANNED GOODS IDENTIFICATION


By Pat Engel


· Identify cans by shape, size, weight, pop-top, shaking (sound), etc.  if that helps.


· Use rubber bands to identify cans.  One rubber band may mean a certain item, two bands could mean another, no band means something else, a thick one means something difference from a thin rubber band.


· Tear or remove a label to identify that one item.  One tear could mean one thing and two tears could mean something else.


· Things that come in a pop-top can are easily differentiated from


· Keep all ingredients that will go in one recipe in one area in the cupboard.  Use cardboard to separate from other cans or products


· Consider putting all of one type of product in a shoebox or similar container labeled with large print or Braille. 


· Cupboard space could be organized by breakfast, lunch and dinner.


· Use Braille or large print labels held on by rubber bands to identify canned goods.  These can be taken off the cans and put in a drawer until it is time to make a grocery list.  When the new items are purchased, the labels can be put on the new cans.


· Magnetic tape or other magnetic devices can be used to label.  The label can be put on the refrigerator or a metal board until needed again.  Magnetic letters or magnetic mini fruits/vegetables can help identify a can’s contents.


· A tape recorder could be used to recorder the placement of various items.


· Puff paint, pipe cleaners, tape or other tactile markers can be useful for identification.


· Organize by alphabetizing.  This can be done front to back or left to right, for instance.


· Store different items in predetermined different locations.  Example: Racks that attach to cupboard doors might be used to hold cans.


· Add a wire shelf to pantry doors for canned good storage and keep certain items there.  


· Use small strips of wood to separate the rows and keep lines straight.  When there are multiple cans of something, the can in front might be labeled in some way.


· A product like Voila ($200 from Maxiaids) records, then reads labels that can be attached to canned food.


· ILA has a “CAN-DO recorder” for $80 that allows someone to record a brief message on a card that can then be rubber-banded to a can.  These messages can then be replayed to retrieve information.


MIXING AND STIRRING


By Pat Engel


INCOMPLETE AND UNEDITED


Mixing and stirring can be difficult when you can’t see.  Before putting together a recipe, it may be helpful to practice skills by using an empty bowl and a large spoon.   Have available the best stirring implement for the job.


Suggested stirring implements:


· Wire Wisk, various sizes


· Rubber spatulas, various sizes


· Fork, various sizes


· Spoon, various sizes--made of wood, metal, plastic


· Electric mixer beaters


You might try using shaving cream or whipped cream to practice technique.  Use your sense of touch to locate missed areas.


USE A LARGE ENOUGH BOWL.  Although smaller bowls are easier to clean, they may allow for more splashing and spilling.  A bowl with a handle can be very helpful.  A non-slip mat (such as a Dycem Mat) can prevent the bowl from sliding all over.


Run large rubber spatula periodically around the surfaces of bowls to assure that ingredients get uniformly moistened.


Go around rim to scrape anything left near the edge.


Go back and forth, front to back


Center, north and south, east and west


Various size spoons of wood, metal, plastic


Be careful to scrape all sides and the bottom of the bowl well.  Getting the ingredients thoroughly mixed is important, but it is also important not to over mix when the recipe warns of this.


Use wrist action


Use a Dycem Mat to anchor bowl


Turn bowl and scrape   


Stop mixing and scrape bowl with spatula


· Use an electric stand-type mixer because it frees your hands.


· Start any electric mixer on low and keep it there until the batter is well moistened.  Slowly increase the speed.


· Use a rubber spatula in lieu of a spoon for stirring.  The spatula is flexible and is more forgiving if it accidentally comes in contact with the mixer blades.


CUTTING AND CHOPPING


By Pat Engel


Use the best devices available for the task:


· Cutting board—use the best size, shape, color, built-in food chute, etc.


· Don’t forget about color contrast.  If an onion would be easier to see on a dark colored board or a cucumber on a light colored board, use that.


· Cutting mats are color-coded and each color is designed for use with a category of food.  You can choose the best way to use the colors.


· Flexible cutting mats, either frosted white or colored ones, can be folded into a funnel to slide off chopped food.


· Use a non-slip pad such as a Dycem Mat to keep the cutting board from slipping.


· Use various slicing guides designed for tomatoes, onions, roasts, bread, etc.


· Cut chives and similar herbs into small pieces using a kitchen shears.


· A prep guard may be purchased from a kitchen supply store to protect your hand.


· Use a potato peeler when appropriate.


· Try a “block” to store knives within easy reach.


Safety:


· Keep your knife behind the chopping board so that you will know where it is and will not accidentally knock it off the counter or table.


· Keep sharp knives next to the sink, sharp side away from you, so that you know where they are.


· Store knives safely.  You don’t want to reach in a drawer and get cut or have children get the knives.


· Don’t slice when barefoot—the knife may slip.


· A sharp knife may be safer and easier to use than a dull knife, but handle it with respect.


· At all times, concentrate on where each of your ten fingers is located!


Technique:


· Cut vegetables and similar produce away from you for safety.


· An apple may be peeled by holding the apple firmly with your fingers on one side and your thumb securely holding on the other side, then bringing the knife toward you.


· Hold a potato and make cuts into it, at right angles make more cuts, slice off for diced potatoes.


· When using a knife and cutting board to slice, curl your fingers under as the professional chefs do.


· Keep your hand on top of the non-cutting side of the knife to keep it steady.  Keep the knife straight for cutting and keep your hand out of the way of the knife.


· To cut brownies or a 9x13 cake:  Cut down the middle, feel where the cut has been made and cut that in half.  Continue cutting in half until you get individual size pieces.  A cake could also be marked with toothpicks before cutting.  Another tip would be to notch the pan to mark where cuts are to be made.  A layer cake could be sliced with dental floss.


Best knife for job:


· Possibly a short sharp knife with a curved rather than a pointed tip.


· An easy slice knife for slicing.  It has a guide to adjust for thinner or thicker slices.  The knife comes in a right and left-handed version.


· Get a knife that fits your hand size so that you have a good grip.


· A knife with a curved blade may be best for chopping once it is learned how to use it.


Gadgets to consider from adaptive product catalogs:


· Food cutting board with corner guards (to keep food from sliding off and allow one handed cutting)


· Bagel cutter


· Chopper


· Food processor


· Vegetable slicer


· Lettuce knife


· Kake Kut’R Cake Slicer and Server


· Pie cutting guide


· Pizza cutter


· Cheese slicer


· Egg slicer


· Rotary cheese grater


Technique When Using Scissors:


· When cutting paper, fold it first.


· To cut out a pattern onto fabric, trail the edge of the pattern paper with one hand and manipulate the scissors with the other.


· When snipping off the tops of plastic packages, bend the plastic over one edge of the scissors and then hold the plastic so it forms a loose fold to follow while cutting.


.


Scissor Safety:


· Know where the scissors is at all times.


· Be careful of the point.


· Keep the hand that is not cutting out of the way.


· Make a cover for pointed scissors.  Cardboard could be used to do this.  Some scissors come with a plastic cover.


· Consider round-tipped scissors.


· Store scissors safely.


· Most importantly, concentrate on where the hands and fingers are located rather than only where the scissors is going.


Tips for Knowing When Food is Cooked


(For People Who Have Low Vision or are Blind)


By Pat Engel


Use your sense of smell, if you have it.  Sometimes it just “smells done” (or occasionally, burnt).


A really good cookbook that explains in detail what to do step by step, what to look for in texture, color, etc. will be invaluable to any cook.


A low vision or tactile timer is a fairly safe way to properly cook food.  The key is to initially find out how long to set the timer and maintain consistency when cooking.  This means that when frying hamburger patties that the same amount of meat is used, the same pan and the same heat.  Only then can you trust timing as a reliable way to know when food is ready.


A tactile or talking thermometer can let you know when the correct temperature has been reached in the oven.


Pastry or cookies becomes flaky when done.  You can feel and hear the scraping on top as you drag a fork or your finger across. 


Poking a toothpick into a cake or brownies is a good cook’s way of telling if it is done.  If the toothpick comes out clean, it is done.  If the toothpick is sticky, it needs a little longer in the oven.  


When pressure is applied in the middle, a cake should spring back if it is done.  It will also pull away from the pan.


When cooking meat, if you insert a fork or press down on the meat and you hear a lot of sizzling, it probably isn’t cooked enough.  


Raw beef, such as a hamburger patty, tends to feel mushy when poked with a fork.  When cooked, it gets more rubbery.  It will “bounce”.


Chicken is hard to twist with a fork when raw.  A fork will turn easily when chicken is well cooked.  A whole chicken that is baked will readily let you “shake hands” with the leg when well cooked.  The leg will not wiggle freely if it is not done.


Fish will also resist twisting with a fork when raw and turn easily when done.  Fish tends to become flaky.


Pork becomes tender to the touch of a fork as it gets done.  (Of course, overcooking makes is tough.) 


Another way to tell if pork or beef is cooked is to slice a piece and briefly insert your finger.  If it feels hot to the touch, it’s done.  If it does not feel warm enough, it goes back into the oven or back on the grill.


A chef suggested that he can tell when meat is cooked rare, medium rare or well done by the following method:  If your thumb is held out, press in the fleshy part on your hand under the thumb and it will feel soft like rare cooked meat.  If your thumb is laid under your index finger, it will feel harder, like medium rare cooked meat.  If your thumb is diagonal across your hand, the fleshy part of your hand under the thumb will feel still harder, like well done cooked meat.


Experienced cooks just seem to develop an innate sense of how long it takes for something to cook.  If you are a new cook, be patient.  And remember too, all cooks have less than successful “adventures” in the kitchen sometimes.  Develop a sense of humor!


Other food preparation tips:


It is probably better to use lower heat and allow more time for cooking most things than to use high heat and not have much margin for error.


When frying meat, it may be safer to fry only 2 pieces at a time.  That way you can keep track of which piece has been turned.


For anyone who is not used to cooking, practice using an oven when it is cold.  It will be less intimidating than a hot oven.  You can open the door, pull out the racks, move the racks, etc.  You can also feel the sides, top, bottom and back of the oven to get an idea of the size and what is in the oven (such as the heating element).  It is always a good idea to check the oven before turning it on to make sure that anything such as a pizza or a pan has not been left inside.


For someone who has not done a lot of mixing and stirring, practicing in an empty bowl with a spoon and scraper is a good idea.  For more realistic practice try using shaving cream or some similar substance.  You can then reach in with your hand and feel the areas you missed when stirring.  It is important to the success of a recipe that all the ingredients be thoroughly mixed.


To spread jelly on bread:  Lay a paper towel on the table or counter, use a spoon to control the amount of jelly spooned on the bread, then use a knife to spread.


To get even coverage when spreading jelly on bread:  Use a knife to swipe across the bread three times.  Cover one third of the bread each time.  Rotate the bread 45 degrees and swipe again three times to ensure uniform coverage.


Sunnyside up eggs may be put in a frying pan that has first had a small amount of butter or oil spread around.  Heat the pan on low heat to spread the oil.  Then drop in the egg and cover with the lid.  Continue cooking on very low heat until done. If you can’t get the heat low enough using gas, heat the pan on the lowest heat you can use, drop in the egg and then turn the heat off.  It takes a little longer to cook this way, but there is less room for error.  Someone can help you tell when the eggs are done the first time or two and the next time you can use a timer and do it yourself.  


A cooking bag in the oven is a safe way to cook meat in it’s own juices.  There is little danger of under or over cooking.  Steaming food also allows more margin of error.  Using a crock pot is another safe way to cook.  Sometimes an electric skillet, toaster oven, George Forman-type grill, a rice cooker and other small appliances are easier to use than a full sized oven or stove.  


Mixing can be easier and less messy (especially if you are short) if you place your mixing bowl in the sink.  A towel or special mat can be placed under the bowl to reduce slipping.


Try using a lightweight plastic bowl to pour from.  Some have both handles and spouts.


IMPORTANT TIP:  Use a pan or bowl that is big and deep enough to allow for boiling, stirring, etc.  There are fewer spills and less splashing this way.


Use a ladle, baster or measuring cup to pour pancake batter into a pan.  Try pancake/egg rings to make perfectly shaped pancakes.


To cut watermelon:  Cut the melon in half, place flat (cut) side on counter, cut down slicing it in half again.


Use an ice cube tray with a lid to prevent spilled water when carrying it to the freezer.


Pull off stove knobs that are not being used.  This can prevent accidentally turning on a burner.


Bake a number of small items, such as potatoes, on a cookie sheet.


Use Saran Wrap to wrap potatoes for baking in the microwave oven.  Piercing with a toothpick several times will help too.


Bacon can be baked in the oven, fried using a bacon press or splatter screen, or placed in the microwave using paper towels or a special device to drain the grease.


Place a grain of rice in the saltshaker. It will identify the salt by rattling.


Consider using salt/pepper and sugar dispensers made to dispense a pre-measured amount.


If you have some vision and it distracts from cooking projects by confusing what you are actually seeing, close your eyes and do things non-visually.


Kitchen Safety 


 When Living with Low Vision or Blindness


By Pat Engel


Preparing:


· Plan ahead so that you are not rushed and make mistakes.


· Wash your hands and any utensils or produce that may need rinsing.


· Have all ingredients and utensils laid out.


· It is safer if children or pets do not come into the kitchen while anyone is cooking.  Teach very young children to do other things when the kitchen is in use.


· Invest in a cookbook that gives detailed information about what to “look for” in preparing various recipes.


Using the Stove:


· Never place paper towels, tea towels, plastic saltshakers or similar items on or near your burners.  These objects can burn if you forget that a flammable item is on the burner and it is turned on.


· If other people in the household leave things on the burners, get in the habit of checking them before you turn on the heat.


· Check to see if a burner is on by holding your hand up high over it.  You can feel the heat if the burner is on (or in the case of electric stoves, has been on recently).


· Run a large spoon around the burner to determine its location.


· Some people prefer to cook on a rear burner.   There is less danger of knocking a pan over or being near the heat source.  Some prefer only front burners.  They are closer and easier to get to.  Also you do not have to reach over a burner that may be hot.


· Be very careful in reaching over a hot burner to get to a pot on a rear burner.  The burner may be hot or steam may be rising.


· Be mindful of your hair or clothing that might drape across a hot burner.


· USE A POT THAT IS BIG ENOUGH AND DEEP ENOUGH FOR THE JOB!  A larger pot can accommodate food without boiling over and making a mess.  It also keeps splashing to a minimum when stirring.


· A “lock-lid pot” can make it safer pouring liquid out of a hot pot because there is not the danger of spilling.


· Turn pot handles away so that you (or small children) will not bump into them.


· Lift the lid from a hot pot toward the front of the pot so that steam can escape to the back and not burn your face.


· A “pan holder” may help to prevent the pan from moving around on top of the stove.


· A “heat diffuser” is designed to regulate heat on top of a gas stove.


· If you like to fry food, a splatter guard (screen) can be placed on top of the frying pan to reduce splatter.  A bacon press can also help, but it does not cover the entire strip of bacon unless the bacon slices are cut in half.


· Use a double spatula (tongs) to turn food or take it out of a pan without dropping it.


· If you are leaning down to check to see that food is cooked, remember that grease splashes and may burn your face or eye.


· Do not leave pots unattended on the stove.  Turn off the heat before answering a ringing phone or leaving the room to check on something.


· Always keep a large metal lid handy by the oven.  If the worst happens and a small fire breaks out on the stove, immediately place the lid on the fire.  It should quickly smother the fire because the fire can no longer get oxygen.


· Baking soda or salt can smother a small grease fire.  Keep one of these within easy reach (not above the stove where the fire could potentially break out).


· Check the knobs on the stove when you have finished cooking and again when you are cleaning up to make sure that the burners have been turned off.


· Unused burners can have the knobs removed entirely.


· Listen for clicking to tell if an electric appliance is still on.  A gas burner has a distinct sound.


· Electric stoves may have a smell if the power is on.  Gas also has an odor.


· Fry only 2 pieces of meat at a time so that you can keep track of turning them or use an organized pattern to keep track of them.


Using the Oven:



For new cooks or anyone with a new stove:


· If you are a new cook or have an oven that is new to you, reach in the oven and feel around to determine the size, to locate the heating elements and find out how many slots the racks can fit into.  You develop mussel memory and each time will get easier.


· Practice using a cold oven by placing a pan in the oven before the heat is turned on.


· Remove anything left inside the oven before turning it on.


· Adjust the oven racks before turning on the oven.


·  In a hot oven, use a wooden spoon or oven mitts to check shelf adjustment and for contents.


· Use oven mitts that reach almost to your elbows when putting anything in a hot oven or taking it out.  This can prevent burning your arm on the inside of the oven or on a hot rack.


· Open the oven door from the side so that the heat can escape without hitting you in the face.


· Have a place cleared for the pan you are taking out of the oven.


· To avoid spilling on the floor, use a cookie sheet with edges when carrying casseroles or similar dishes.


· If there is a fire in the oven, immediately close the oven door.  The fire may go out on it’s own.  It would be best to call for help and get yourself and others out of the house.


Using the Microwave Oven:


· Use a wooden spoon to sweep the microwave for hot contents.


Using the Dishwasher:


· Be sure that no one leaves the dishwasher door open to be tripped over.


· Load knives/forks point down or wear rubber gloves to unload.


Using a Can Opener:


· A safety seal can opener, such as an electric one made by Hamilton Beach, makes the opened lids safer to handle.  Safety seal can openers can be found that are not electric, as well.


Using the Refrigerator:


· Use a cookie sheet with edges or similar flat object to carry jello or other liquids to the refrigerator.


· Use your sense of smell to throw out food that has spoiled.


· Don’t count on spoiled food always smelling bad.  It may be necessary to use large print or Braille expiration labels.


· Don’t leave ice on the floor.  Sweep it toward you and pick it up.


Using Knives:


· Rubber/work gloves can protect from knives and other sharp objects when unloading a dishwasher.


· Store knives in a safe place.  The Easy Slice Knife (that has a guide) is a sharp serrated knife that is best stored in its sheath and box.  A drawer is usually a safe place to store knives as long as it is not available to children and the knives are carefully placed.  A “block” for storing knives is another good idea.


· When using a sharp knife, place it behind a cutting board so that you will know where to reach for it.  It cannot be easily knocked off the counter if it is to the back of the cutting board.


· Place a towel or non-slip mat under the cutting board so that it will not slide around.


· For many tasks it is better to slice away from you.


· Learn how the professional chefs slice using a curved blade.


· Curl your fingers under when slicing (like the professional chefs do) or use a “prep guard glove”.


· Try using a slicer made for the purpose, such as a slicer for tomatoes or onions.


· It is best to wear shoes in case the knife might slip.


In the Cupboard:


· Be careful of stacking things too high in the cupboard.  Falling items can hurt!


· Organize to make it easier to find things.  A place for everything and everything in its place.


· Ingredients can be placed together in a pan or box or cardboard can be used to separate certain items from others when making a recipe.


· Encourage family and friends to put things back exactly where they belong.


For Broken Glass:


· Bring the trashcan and lots of wet paper towels to a spot where glass has broken.  Wrap the spill in the paper towels and fold in before tossing.  Have someone with vision check the floor to make sure all the glass has been cleaned up.  Use a vacuum cleaner, an old bar of soap and/or sticky tape to get any tiny slivers.  (Wear shoes when walking in the area.)


More Safety Tips


· Never use water on an electrical fire if the electricity is on.

· Have a fire extinguisher within easy reach for emergencies.  Check it periodically.


· Ice on skin can cool a minor burn.  Cool water is the next best thing.


· If you or anyone else catches on fire, STOP, DROP and ROLL.


· Know how and where to shut off gas, water and electricity.


· If you smell gas, open windows and doors, turn off main gas valve at meter and notify the gas company (or police or fire department).


· Keep flashlights handy for emergencies.


· Have a first aid kit available.


· Use smoke detectors and check them on a regular basis to be sure that they work.


· Get out of the house quickly if a fire is getting out of control.  Get everyone else out too and call the fire department.


· Have planned escape routes and a place to meet family members.


· Keep space heaters at least 3 feet from anything that can burn.


· Don’t let electrical cords touch water.


Tips for Ironing when you are Visually Impaired or Blind



Compiled by Pat Engel


· If ironing is a new experience for you, trying “ironing” while the iron is cold.  Practicing with a cold iron makes it easier to get the hang of where things are, how far to reach, how heavy the iron is, the size of the ironing board, what the cord feels like dragging across the ironing board and so on.  Muscle memory is developed.  Next try using a warm iron and last use a hot iron.


· Use a flat garment such as a napkin or pillowcase to practice on before ironing more difficult items such as shirts or pants.


· When steam is needed to help remove wrinkles, a funnel and measuring cup with spout are good tools to pour water into the iron.  Another method is to use a funnel to fill a dishwashing bottle with water.  The water can then be squeezed into the iron by cupping one hand around the hole so you know where to fill.  A turkey baster is another good way to transfer water into the iron.  Fill the iron’s water reservoir by listening to the sound it makes as it fills.  If the reservoir is overfilled, hold the iron flat for a moment to allow the iron to spit out excess water before ironing fabric.   (Note:  Distilled water can prevent stains on your garments from mineral deposits in tap water.)  


· Use a single layer round cake pan to rest the iron when not holding it.  The pointed end of the iron can rest on the edge of the pan allowing air circulation.  If preferred, the iron can stand in the pan.


· Have the iron marked with tactile marks, if needed.  That way you can tell what setting you are using.


· If needed, follow the cord with your hand to help locate the iron.  Iron “cord minders” are commercially available to keep the cord out of the way when ironing.   Using a hook in the ceiling or wall is another method to keep the ironing cord out of the way.


· When the iron is turned on it should radiate enough heat so that the hand not holding the iron can tell where the iron is without touching it.  


· Smooth any area to be ironed before actually ironing it and iron in sections.  Seams or other features of the garment may serve as landmarks.


· Obviously, it is important to keep the hand that is not holding the iron out of the way of the iron.  That hand can check the fabric for missed places.  Areas that are missed may feel wrinkled or cool to the touch indicating that the iron did not do its job.


· Move the garment systematically over the ironing board. 


· It is important to move the iron over the garment slowly enough that the wrinkles do not come back.  The heat needs time to work its magic!


· It may be better to re-iron a section than to miss spots.


· Ironing in one direction only may lessen the chances of ironing in wrinkles.  Iron toward the narrower end of the ironing board using the free hand to smooth the fabric ahead of the iron as you go.


· Keep using your sense of touch to determine whether wrinkles have been removed.  This takes practice.


· Keep a “mister bottle” handy so that an accidental crease can have a spritz of water to remove it.


· Have hangers close by so that freshly ironed clothing can be immediately hung.


· Try using straight pins or safety pins to hold the garment onto the ironing board.   Pins can also help to section off a garment making it easier to tell where to iron.  


· Some people prefer to use an “iron guard” that can be purchased to act as a bumper around the iron.  This reduces the chance of touching a hot iron.  Unfortunately, the guard also makes ironing more challenging for most people because it gets in the way.


· For a person with any vision, use a solid colored ironing board cover.  Covers with a pattern can confuse.


· Be open-minded and try different ways to iron to see if sitting or positioning the ironing board at a higher level helps.  


· To avoid ironing all together, try one of the new sprays designed to take out wrinkles.  Supposedly they work!


· Tell yourself over and over:  “Ironing is fun,” “Ironing is fun,” “Ironing is fun…”
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BCVDDP: Building a 

Foundation of Confidence



BCVDDP offers a wide range of services associated with six major skill areas.  We think of them as stepping stones to an independent, productive and satisfying life.  



Adjustment to Blindness:  BCVDDP specialists familiarize families with diagnostic procedures, medical treatments and other things they need to know to support their child.  Other services are designed to equip the child with coping and self-advocacy skills to boost confidence and self-esteem as he or she adjusts to living with a vision impairment. 

 

Independent Living (IL) Skills:  IL services promote independence and self-sufficiency as the child grows and matures.  The family and children’s specialist identify services that support the child in being as independent as possible in everyday life — at home, in school and at play. 



Travel:  Children who are blind or have a vision

impairment must develop orientation and mobility skills to safely navigate and explore the world around them.



Communication:  With strong communication skills, children who are blind or have a vision impairment can thrive at home, in school and in the community.  







BCVDDP promotes development of a variety of skills including reading, writing and using Braille and other techniques, using assistive technology and accessing information. 



Support Systems:  BCVDDP helps children and 

families connect with a wide range of community support systems such as peer, parent and sibling support groups; advocacy organizations and educational support groups.  



Vocational Discovery and Development:  For a child born with a vision disability, vocational discovery 

begins at a very early age and involves the whole family.  Children who will grow into independent and productive adults learn problem solving and organizational skills.  They learn how to explore career paths in keeping with their likes, dislikes, skills and abilities.  





BCVDDP Services Available 

to Children and

Families may Include:



 Ongoing evaluations to determine changes 

   in vision and/or service needs



 Counseling and

  guidance 



 Diagnostic evalu-

  ations (referrals)



 Individual or group

  training for chil-

  dren and families

  (e.g.,  Braille, 

  social/behavior

  skills, using tech-

  nology, accessing

  information, blind-

  ness simulation, 

  sighted guide 

  techniques, 

  advocacy skills)



BCVDDP Services Available to Children and Families 

may Include: (continued)



 Toys and assistive technology to 

  promote development



 Onsite educational observation and assistance,

   consultation with teachers and other education

   professionals with other educational support



 Mentoring with peers and adults



 Support group connections for children,

  parents and siblings



 Referrals to other resources



 Literature and training materials



 Hobbies, leisure activities and sports



 Career exploration 

What Other Families Say 

About BCVDDP:



“The Division for the Blind has given our 

family hope and inspiration”.



“This agency has opened doors that otherwise could not have been opened, due to their vast resources of information”.



“... They are always there with open, caring arms, ready to help you with anything 

and everything. They are a wonderful 

support system”.



“Since my daughter has been in the program, her self-esteem has been great. There is also a lot of warmth and caring from everyone”.



“They have helped me deal with my son’s blindness by introducing me to blind people who are very successful in the work field. They have given my son a chance to see he is not the only one in the world who is blind. They are always someone who I can count on to encourage me and my family. Thanks 



Division for Blind Services

 

For more information, or to find the nearest DBS office:



DARS Inquiries

1-800-628-5115 (V/TTY)



www.dars.state.tx.us
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“People become really quite

remarkable when they start

thinking that they can do

things. When they believe

in themselves they

have the first secret of

success.”

-Norman Peale



TEXAS CONFIDENCE BUILDERS



The Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS), Division for Blind Services (DBS) integrates the Texas Confidence Builders philosophy to work in partnership with consumers to help them gain personal independence, acceptance and adjustment to blindness, happy and productive lives and meaningful work. 





 Breaking the Barriers

In more than 70 years, the Division for Blind for the Blind (DBS) formerly the Texas Commission for the Blind—has worked with thousands of people who are blind. Experience has taught us that people can lead full, productive, and independent lives through building confidence and proper training. Our society believes and promotes negative stereotypes about blindness, but we have learned that many people are better

able to overcome obstacles and stereotypes through their own ability to manage blindness and other barriers. So what steps do people who are blind need to take?



believe in yourself



Using a variety of skills, alternative techniques, and technologies, people who are blind are fully capable of leading the lifestyles they choose. Education, career, family, hobbies, recreation, travel—all (and more!) are easily within the grasp of every person who learns and masters these skills and has the confidence to use them.



As a person begins to realize all the things they can do successfully as a blind person—the more they will do independently.



take some chances



Committing to Confidence

Through Texas Confidence Builders, DBS wants to instill real and lasting confidence in every person we serve. We’re not talking about just enough confidence to do one activity in one setting. We ARE talking about a level of confidence that lets a person who is blind go anyplace, do anything, and be exactly who and what they want to be without hesitation or insecurity. We’re talking about confidence that lasts a lifetime—confidence that welcomes any new option, circumstance, or challenge!



A Break with Tradition

Confidence Builders may take getting use to. In the past, people who were blind learned a set of skills and techniques designed for a particular set of activities, goals, and circumstances. The problem with that approach is that things rarely stay the same. Change is a part of life—vision changes, jobs change, living arrangements change, technology changes, communities change, people and their desires and goals change.



A strong foundation of basic skills and confidence helps people who are blind apply what is needed from one situation to another. People are then not easily overwhelmed or left behind by change. Confidence helps people break with traditional ways. Confidence works better!

We’re talking about

We’re talking about confidence that lasts a lifetime—confidence that welcomes any new option, circumstance, or challenge!



Dedicated to Independence

DBS is dedicated to independence for people who are blind. That includes independence from DBS. The mission of Texas Confidence Builders is to serve individual consumers one time— teaching them a full set of core skills and confidence

they can rely on throughout their lives.

feel empowerment

Building Confidence

Confidence Builders focuses on three main areas to help consumers feel empowered and develop confidence in themselves: information, attitude, and building skills.



Information

One of the first things Texas Confidence Builders addresses is helping consumers learn the truth about blindness—beginning with the facts about their own vision loss and medical condition(s). Armed with facts, the consumer is better able to analyze their own situation more realistically and plan for their future accordingly.



Attitude

Learning blindness skills can increase personal independence and make the accomplishment of tasks easier, but the acquisition of skills is not enough. The development of healthy attitudes is the key to using acquired skills to maximum

benefit. If consumers do not develop confidence and a belief in themselves on an emotional level, they are not as likely to practice the skills they have

learned. They may continue to believe blindness skills are inferior to sighted

techniques and to feel embarrassment, shame, or fear when using them. Attitudes

and skills must work together for consumers to achieve their vocational and personal goals.



People develop attitudes about blindness pretty much the same way they do about

other things—based on information from family, friends, coworkers, movies, the media,

etc. Unfortunately, a lot of that information is founded on misguided and wrong impressions of what it must be like to be blind. 



DBS offers another viewpoint. Texas Confidence Builders distinguishes the fiction from the facts and offers consumers a more objective view of blindness, one that’s not based on ignorance, fear, or misplaced values. Free from the burden of those negative ideas, it’s easier to accept blindness and to understand that blindness is not the end of the world. It may seem like a different world at first; but it is still a world full of possibility, fulfillment, independence— and confidence!



Building Skills

Texas Confidence Builders recognizes other areas that help give people more satisfying and productive lives including family, home life, hobbies, travel, and a lot of other things that bring richness and meaning to daily life.



 With that in mind, DBS has changed our approach—we work with the whole person, not just one little part of their life. In the course of completing their services from DBS, all consumers are expected to achieve basic abilities in several core Confidence Builders skills. Confidence Builders activities are built into all of the programs and services DBS offers and into all of our offices, statewide.



In our local field offices, rehabilitation counselors arrange the required training for consumers over an extended period of time. The Criss Cole Rehabilitation Center

(CCRC) offers comprehensive training in a more compressed time frame. CCRC students live on campus, attend classes, and work intensively to learn skills and

positive attitudes about blindness to increase competence, independence, and confidence.



In all Texas Confidence Builders activities, consumers are taught a variety of alternative nonvisual techniques. As a person begins to realize all the things they can do successfully without vision, the fear, self-pity, and dependence begin to fall away. Negative ideas are replaced by confidence, pride, and self-reliance, and the consumer’s focus moves from “being blind” to being independent, productive, and happy.



 Texas Confidence Builders distinguishes the fiction from the facts and offers

consumers a more objective view of

blindness....



live to the fullest



Living with Confidence

Confidence Builders focuses on six core skills that expose consumers to many different things.



Communication Skills



Reading and writing Braille is an important skill because, regardless of the consumer’s

future circumstances, it gives the individual a dependable method of receiving, organizing, and sharing information.



Technology is another big part of communication. Through Confidence Builders, consumers develop the skills to use computers, calculators, adaptive aids, and other “high tech” devices that are of growing importance in everyone’s daily life.



Routine things like using the telephone, telling the time, or signing your name to a document are important elements of everyday communication. Texas Confidence Builders provides our consumers with the opportunity to develop the skills to do these tasks independently.



Organizational Skills

We all have methods for organizing information and things that are meaningful to us—things such as meetings, appointments, addresses, birthdays, music collections, recipes, and tools. DBS consumers learn a variety of non-visual ways to organize and access information and things, and these skills help them become more confident, more

self-reliant, and more in control of their lives.



 Daily Living Skills

Building on basic organizational skills, DBS assists consumers gain the confidence to

manage dozens of day-to-day tasks—from personal skills to fixing a meal, cleaning

activities, and handling money and personal finances. Through Texas Confidence Builders, consumers learn to be self-sufficient in managing their own medications, accessing health-related services, and dealing with doctors and other professionals. Consumers learn tips for keeping house, doing laundry, and coordinating clothing. All of these things are vitally important to people who want to be independent, make their own choices, and lead their own lives.



Travel Skills

Whether it’s walking to the mailbox at the end of the driveway or sailing off on an Alaskan cruise, the ability to travel from Point A to Point B is important to everybody. Too many people who

are blind are confined to idle lives at home

because they haven’t learned reliable travel skills or don’t have the confidence to use the skills they’ve learned.



Texas Confidence Builders helps consumers meet this challenge head-on by teaching a

variety of travel techniques. All DBS consumers go through white cane training as a part of developing their travel skills. They learn that traveling with the cane is a basic and reliable skill that will serve them well in navigating a variety of settings with confidence.

With white cane in hand, consumers learn how to negotiate city sidewalks, cross busy intersections, ride the bus, maneuver through a bustling airport—or take a quiet walk on a country road. They develop the confidence to travel where and when they want, even when others doubt they can!



Career Exploration

Many consumers come to DBS with getting or keeping a job as their primary goal. For others, the idea of working springs from the confidence and self sufficiency they’ve gained through Texas Confidence Builders. In either case, DBS offers a full array of employment services designed to assist people who are blind achieve their employment goals.



Employment services are customized to the needs of each consumer and may include

self-evaluation (determining personal strengths, limitations, interest, likes, and dislikes),

exploring various occupations, or developing job-seeking skills. Some consumers participate in “job shadowing” where they have the opportunity to observe somebody who’s already working a specific job to see what it’s really like, and some participate in volunteer work as a means of finding out if a particular occupation suits them.



And talk about job-ready! Consumers who have mastered the Confidence Builders core

skills have outstanding prospects in the job market – whether it’s landing a first job or moving up the organizational ladder.



Not only have they learned employment-related skills, they’ve developed a level of confidence, self-sufficiency, and independence that will serve them quite well in their chosen careers and the working world.



Recreation

All work and no play? It’s boring! That’s as true for people who are blind as it is for anybody. Yet, a surprising number of DBS consumers come to us believing they are limited in the social activities and hobbies they can do. That is simply not true! DBS encourages consumers to explore their interests and assists them in developing techniques and resources to do the things they love—whether it’s pottery, knitting, gardening, jogging, golfing, water-skiing, or climbing mountains!




Department of Assistive 
and Rehabilitative Services


Division for Blind Services


Adolescents who are blind or visually impaired have 
brighter futures today than at any time in history!


advances in technology make it possible for 
them to live, learn and work alongside their peers.


There are many excellent resources to help 
youth who are blind achieve their fullest vocational 
potential.


powerful laws protect their rights to education, 
employment and access to their communities. 


The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) and 
the Rehabilitation Act are just two of the laws that help 
students who are blind or visually impaired prepare 
for the transition from school to adult life, employment 
and independence. These laws  are in place to ensure 
that services and supports for transitioning students 
who are blind or visually impaired are coordinated 
among agencies to assist the student to move from 


school to post-school activities. The Texas Department 
of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) 


is the state agency that supports Vocational 
Rehabilitative programs (VR) including 


the Division for Blind Services Transition 
Program. Each year, students who are 
blind or visually impaired receive VR 
services designed to help the student 
bridge the gap that may occur as they 
prepare to transition from school to 
the world of work. 


Transition
Program


what other families 
say about dbs 
transition services
 “The Division for the Blind has given our 


family hope and inspiration.”


 “The information that I have gained will  
empower me to help my son in transition 
into the world and workforce, as well as in 
school and perhaps college.”


 “Division of Blind Services has prepared us 
for the many challenges of life.”


 “Transition services assisted me in finding my 
way to independence and a future.”


 “The services have helped the whole family.  
They have made us aware of resources that 
we had no idea were available and they 
helped us with our children’s ARDs, with 
workshops and enrichment activities that 
help the whole family to bond and feel like 
we are not alone in this struggle. They have 
been a blessing to our family.”


 “They have helped me deal with my son’s 
blindness by introducing me to blind people 
who are very successful in the work field.  
They have given my son a chance to see 
he is not the only one in the world who is 
blind. They are always someone who I can 
count on to encourage me and my family. 
Thanks DBS.”


 1.800.628.5115
www.dars.state.tx.us
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Transition Services
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“WHAT I
BELIEVE
I CAN


ACHIEVE!”


Transition Program


“I AM 
CONFIDENT


   IN MYSELF!”







The Transition Program offers a wide range of services 
associated with six major skill areas. We think of them 
as stepping stones to an independent, productive and 
satisfying life.


adjustment to blindness — Counselors familiarize 
families with diagnostic procedures, medical treatments 
and other things they need to know to support their youth. 
Services are designed to equip the youth with coping and 
self-advocacy skills to boost confidence and self-esteem 
as he or she adjusts to living with a vision impairment.


independent living (IL) skills — IL services promote 
independence and self-sufficiency as the youth matures. 
The family and Transition Counselor identify services that 
support the student in becoming as independent as possible 
in everyday life—at home, in school and at work.


communication — With strong communication skills, 
youth who are blind or have a visual impairment can thrive 
at home, at school, at work and in the community. The 
Transition Program promotes development of a variety 
of skills including reading, writing and using Braille and 
other techniques, using assistive technology and accessing 
information.


travel — Orientation and mobility skills enable 
adolescents to safely navigate and explore the world 
around them and to join their peers in social and 
community activities.  


support systems — The Transition Program assists 
youth and families to connect with a wide range of 
community support systems, such as peer, parent and 
sibling support groups; advocacy organizations and 
educational support groups.


vocational development — Vocational exploration 
begins at an early age and involves the whole family. Our 
program promotes the development of organizational 
and problem-solving skills and assists the youth in career 
development and exploration.


Ongoing evaluations to determine changes in vision 
and/or service needs;


Counseling and guidance;


Diagnostic evaluations and referrals; 


Summer work activities and programs;


Literature and training materials;


Hobbies, leisure activities and sports;


Mentoring with peers and adults;


World of Work activities, including individual or group 
training for students and families (e.g., Braille, social/
behavior skills for vocational success, using technology, 
accessing information, advocacy skills, job readiness 
workshops, career exploration, etc.);


Assistive technology and developmental equipment;


Onsite educational observation and assistance, 
consultation with teachers and other education 
professionals;


Support group connections for youth, parents and 
siblings; and


Referrals to other resources.


Building a Foundation of 
Confidence
Transition planning is student centered and its success 
relies on the collaboration between the student, his 
or her family and the support systems available to 
the youth and family. In addition to the student and 
family, this Transition Team includes a combination of 
professional and nonprofessional members who are 
interested in the success of the student and may 
consist of the Transition Counselor, educational 
staff, specialists from DBS or the educational system, 
or any other members of the community who can 
provide support and assistance.


Transition planning activities and services bring 
together those resources and supports that promote 
the achievement of independence and vocational 
success. The earlier planning can be initiated, the 
sooner supports and services can be coordinated to 
achieve the goals of the student. 


The Division for Blind Services begins 
transition planning and services 
for students at age ten. The 
Transition Counselor works with 
the Admissions, Review and 
Dismissal committee (ARD) to 
plan and develop long term 
vocational objectives and 
independent living goals 
that are consistent with the 
interests, abilities, strengths, 
and informed choices of 
the individual student.
C
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Core Services


“I BELIEVE IN MY ABILITIES, SKILLS AND STRENGTHS!”
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SCHOOL TRANSITION  PROGRAM



DIVISION FOR REHABILITATION SERVICES



Everyone wants to work and earn money.

Getting and keeping a job is not always easy.

In finding jobs and living independently,

most people get help from others.





Getting a job and living independently can be very challenging for a person who has a disability.



The Vocational Rehabilitation program of the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) helps persons with disabilities:



• prepare for a job; and

• become more independent.



The best time to start preparing for adult responsibilities is while you are still in school.  If you have a disability, you can apply to DARS to find out if you are eligible for assistance.  You can apply directly to a DARS office or with a vocational rehabilitation counselor at your school.



In order to get services you must be attending high school in Texas:



• have a physical and/or mental condition that affects your ability to work;

• be able to get and keep a job after receiving services;

• need services in order to help you get and keep a job; and

• recipients of social security disability benefits (supplemental security 

   income (SSI) or social security disability insurance (SSDI) are presumed 

   eligible for vocational rehabilitation services.



While you are still in school, DARS may provide you with:



• vocational testing;

• counseling; and

• guidance in preparation for working within the community after 

   graduation.



DARS may also help you obtain:



• summer job placement;

• paid work experience;

• temporary job placement; and/or

• an internship.



After graduation, you may receive other supportive services to help you reach your vocational goal.  These services may include:



• vocational training;

• assistive devices;

• job placement;

• job readiness training; and

• medical services.



You and your DARS counselor will develop a plan to meet your specific needs. To assist you with the plan, DARS will need to know:



• what you can and can’t do;

• what you would like to do; and

• what your future plans might be.

 

DARS also needs to know how you plan to contribute financially to meeting your goals.  If necessary, we might be able to help you find funding for this purpose.



You and DARS share the same objective... for you to get and keep a job after you graduate that will be:



• stable;

• one that you can handle;

• one that you enjoy; and

• one where you can make enough money to reach some of your other life 

   goals.



Remember, this is your plan and your goal.  It is very important that you keep in touch with your DARS vocational rehabilitation counselor about things going on in your life while you work toward your goal.  That way, the counselor can help if

things get a little difficult or confusing along the road to your success.  



If you would like to meet with the DARS Counselor assigned to your school to personally discuss your employment goals and how the vocational rehabilitation program may help, talk to your school counselor, Vocational Adjustment Counselor (VAC) or teacher.



DARS has developed a partnership with your school.  This allows DARS to attend your Admissions, Review and Dismissal (ARD) if you want us to. DARS works with the school to help you make a smooth transition after school ends.



Consistent with the primary purpose of this program, DARS Transition services also contribute to the support of persons with disabilities in the community as well as support their movement from nursing homes and institutions to community-based settings.



There are several ways you can reach DARS to apply for services if you do not apply through a DARS Counselor at your school.  First, try calling your local Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS) office. It is listed

in the government section of your telephone directory.  If there is no listing and you wish to locate the DARS office nearest you, please contact one of the offices listed below.



You may also call the DARS information and Referral Line at 1-800-628-5115 to speak to a member of the DARS Inquiries Unit or call the Client Assistance Program (CAP) at 1-800-252-9108.



The DARS contact numbers listed below have TTY capability:



Lubbock

(806) 723-2960

1-800-392-1929



Metroplex

(972) 940-2400

1-800-634-2616



Austin

(512) 407-1320

1-800-687-2676



Houston

(713) 267-8510

1-866-281-1804



San Antonio

(210) 805-2200

1-800-410-7760



Department of Assistive

and Rehabilitative Services

Division for Rehabilitation Services



For more information, or to find

the nearest DRS office:



DARS inquiries

1-800-628-5115 (v/tty)



www.dars.state.tx.us



4900 N. Lamar Blvd.

Austin, Texas 78751





The Department of Assistive and

Rehabilitative Services is an equal

opportunity employer and

service provider.
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Introduction



Welcome to the Department of Assistive and Rehabilitative Services (DARS), Division for Blind Services (DBS) Vocational Rehabilitation Resource Guide.  



DBS has prepared this guide to provide basic information about blindness, answer vision loss questions and provide resources available to assist in achieving and maintaining an active and independent lifestyle.



Our mission is to assist consumers in achieving their employment goals by helping them build confidence in their abilities. 



We are Texas Confidence Builders! The foundation of Texas Confidence Builders’ philosophy is empowerment for consumers and focuses on three main areas to develop confidence: information, attitude, and building skills. DBS wants to instill real and lasting confidence in every person we serve.   



Learning blindness skills can increase independence and make task completion easier, but acquiring skills is not enough. Development of healthy attitudes is the key to using those skills to maximum benefit. If people do not develop confidence and a belief in themselves on an emotional level, they are not as likely to practice the skills they have learned. They may continue to believe the skills to be inferior to sighted techniques and feel embarrassment, shame, and fear of using them. Vocational and personal goals are achieved when attitudes and skills work together.










Adjustment to Blindness



Reactions to a diagnosis of permanent vision loss differ, for most people it is emotionally devastating news.  When you received the news, you probably left your physician's office feeling alone and convinced of the worst, that there was no cure and no hope of ever leading an active, independent life again. To make matters worse, you were probably unaware of the many organizations and agencies in your community that specialize in helping people with serious vision loss to learn new skills and maintain independence.



Between evaluating their diagnosis and learning new skills, people with newly lost vision must deal with the following:

· understanding their condition and its functional implications;

· reconsidering self-concepts;

· addressing family and peer related concerns;

· considering issues of employment and independent living; and 

· coping with a wide variety of emotions.



Emotional Aspects of Vision Loss



Grief

The grieving process is unique to the person experiencing it.  No one can predict its extent or duration.  For some, deep grief may last days or weeks, for others it may last months. 



Relying on the encouragement of friends and family and the professional services and support networks listed in this packet is important.  They can help you cope with your vision loss, live independently, remain socially active, and continue productive employment. 



Grief is a natural response meant to confront loss and adapt to it.  Grief takes someone from “Why did this happen to me?” to “How can I learn from this loss and move beyond it?”  Many have found their emotional reactions to vision loss resemble those experienced with other significant losses. Ways of coping with grief from those losses and rejoining the mainstream of life are similar.  It is likely you will experience some or all of the follow phases of grief:

· Shock and Denial

· Bargaining

· Depression and Isolation

· Anger

· Acceptance



Shock and Denial

You may not believe this is happening to you.  It may feel like more than you can handle all at once.



Reaction and Purpose:  You may experience sleep disturbances, trouble concentrating, anxiety, or numbness. Unconscious defense mechanisms are protecting you until you are able to cope with your vision loss.  Accepting the reality of your vision loss is the first step in working through the grief process.



Panic:  Uncertainty may affect your decision-making or concentration.  Becoming preoccupied with your vision loss can cause feelings of inadequacy.  These feelings can lead to panic, as tasks become frustrating and difficult to complete.   You may consider quitting an activity rather than trying a new approach.



What to Do:  Make sure the significant people in your life are available for you at this time, to repeat information or remind you of basic self-care steps.  State your needs. They may also be confronting issues surrounding your vision loss.



When you realize the impact of vision loss, you may express it through emotions, such as anger or sadness. 



Bargaining

Most people bargain with God or their doctor to take away the loss, in exchange for promises of good behavior, etc.  Making these vows in hopes of restored eyesight is another form of denial. 



Reaction and Purpose:  Bargaining provides a chance to postpone loss and seize control of the situation through self-imposed deadlines and promises of good behavior. This is a normal response to loss.



What to Do:  Ask your loved ones to listen, stay available, and respond to your needs.  Focus on learning about eye disease and adaptive methods.



Depression and Isolation

You may feel alone, helpless or hopeless, believing that no one else could possibly understand. You may withdraw from your usual social life. You may ask yourself, "What is there to live for if I can't see?"



Reaction and Purpose:  Experiencing insomnia, appetite changes, difficulty focusing and managing routine tasks is normal.  You may also feel guilt (“I should have gone to the doctor sooner.”  “Maybe I should have gotten a second opinion.”  “I shouldn’t have read so much as s child.”) as part of your attempt to make sense of your vision loss.



Resistance to Normal Activities:  You may resist returning to your normal activities. Attempting these activities may feel too overwhelming.  This is true if you must learn new skills or make significant life changes due to your vision loss. 



What to Do:  Express your sorrow to someone who will listen. This can acknowledge your loss, to help you move on with your “new” life.



Anger

As you move through depression, you will have more energy and may express anger.  You may not realize that you had such feelings.  Expressing anger may help you begin to direct grief outward.  It may allow you to move beyond your "life is not fair" feeling.



Reaction and Purpose:  Some people displace their anger and misdirect it toward themselves, others, and life in general.  You may alternately shout and be withdrawn.  The purpose of this anger is to face and express the overwhelming feelings about the loss as you try to adjust.



What to Do:  Ask loved ones to help you work through your anger.  You will need to redirect your energy into constructive problem-solving by investigating resources and educating yourself about eye disease and adaptive methods.



Acceptance

Once your vision loss stops consuming your life, you will realize that it may be difficult but not devastating.  You can begin to discuss your feelings without anger and depression.



Reaction and Purpose:  During this transitional phase, get busy and stay busy.  Involve yourself in activities.  Continue to seek support and understanding.



Hope Returns:  Eventually you will begin to experience hope for improvement and promise for the future. For many, hope comes with learning new skills that will enable you to return to your normal activities.



Rebuilding:  You can be an active part of the world around you, once you adjust to the reality of your vision loss.  It will have become only a small aspect of your personal identity.  





Common Eye Diseases



Glaucoma 

Glaucoma is the result of increased pressure from excess fluid (aqueous humor) within the eye, which causes damage to the optic nerve, leading to vision loss.   Aqueous humor, a thin fluid produced by the ciliary body, supplies nutrients and oxygen to the cornea and lens, and removes waste.  Normally, the drainage rate equals the fluid production rate. Glaucoma occurs with either inadequate drainage or over-production of fluid.  It is not curable, but can be controlled with medication or surgery.



· Open Angle or Chronic Glaucoma:  Most commonly occurring, it has a subtle onset usually involving both eyes. Characterized by mild aching in the eyes, loss of peripheral vision, a perception of halos around lights, and a gradual loss of vision.



· Closed Angle or Acute Glaucoma:  Less commonly occurring, it develops quickly and can result in blindness in as little as 24 hours, affecting one or both eyes. There is light sensitivity, and it may be painful.



Risk Groups:

· People with family history of glaucoma;

· People with certain other health problems, such as diabetes;

· People over 35 years old; and/or

· African Americans.



Cataracts 

Cataracts cloud the eye’s lens, blocking or changing the passage of light needed for vision.  Located behind the pupil and the colored iris, the transparent lens helps focus images onto the retina at the back of the eye, which then transmits those images to the brain.  



A cataract is not a film or growth over the eye, nor is it a tumor, infection, or contagious disease. While an exact cause is not always apparent, a cataract is associated with chemical changes within the lens and often is related to the normal aging process.  Other factors include hereditary influences and congenital events (such as German measles), some medications, physical or chemical injury to the eye, and exposure to intense heat or radiation.  Eye diseases and other general diseases are associated with cataract development.  Cataracts do not cause discomfort, redness, tearing, or inflammation; however, they interfere with work or lifestyle. The only treatment is surgical removal.  



Symptoms

· Blurring or dimming of vision,

· Sensitivity to light and glare,

· Feeling of a “film” over eyes,

· Change in pupil color, and/or

· Frequent need to change of eyeglass prescriptions.





Macular Degeneration 

Macular degeneration is an eye condition in which the central area of the retina (the macula) is affected.  The macula enables us to see fine detail, such as reading, recognizing faces, threading a needle, and seeing color.  With macular degeneration our clear vision is impaired; however, peripheral vision is usually not affected, allowing some very useful remaining vision.



· Dry Macular Degeneration:  Studies suggest that when the retina becomes diseased, it leads to a slow breakdown of the light receptors in the macula and a gradual loss of central vision. The most common early sign is painless, blurred vision. While there is no cure, it has been suggested, though not proven, that taking certain vitamins and minerals may slow the disease.



· Wet Macular Degeneration:  An early sign is visual distortion caused when fluid from leaking blood vessels lifts the macula. (Commonly, straight lines will appear crooked.) Often one eye loses vision while the other eye continues to see well for many years, causing early stages to go unnoticed. “Wet” macular degeneration may be treated with laser therapy.



Risk Groups:

· People over 60,

· Women (greater risk than men),

· Caucasians (more likely than African Americans),

· Smokers, and/or

· Those with family history



Retinitis Pigmentosa (RP) 

RP is a group of diseases that affect the retina.  Located at the back of the eye, the retina acts like camera film.  This delicate layer of cells picks up images and transmits them to the brain, where “seeing” actually occurs.  As the retina degenerates peripheral vision and night vision diminish first; followed by central vision. The rate and extent of progression varies by individual. Since researchers do not know the cause of degeneration, currently there is no way to stop the disease’s progression.  However, retinal transplant trials have begun.



Symptoms

· difficulty seeing at night or in dimly lit places,

· reduction of peripheral vision (i.e., tunnel vision), and/or

· photophobia (sensitivity to light and glare).



Risk Groups

In most cases, RP is inherited.  Family members are encouraged to have a thorough eye examination to establish a pattern or type of inheritance for accurate diagnosis, disease progression, and genetic counseling.





Diabetic Retinopathy 

Diabetic retinopathy occurs when small blood vessels nourishing the retina weaken and break down or become blocked.  In retinopathy, the retina’s nerve network that normally supplies oxygen and other nutrients by blood vessels may bulge, leak fluid, grow wildly or close down completely.  Diabetic retinopathy is a complication associated with the general circulatory problems developed by people with diabetes. Photocoagulation, a treatment for some forms of retinopathy, uses an intense laser to seal leaking or bleeding vessels, and to control or prevent the growth of abnormal new blood vessels.  For advanced cases, where the abnormal vessel growth is severe and bleeding persists, one treatment is a vitrectomy (removal of the vitreous humor).



Risk Group 

Insulin-dependent diabetics have a greater chance of developing eye problems than those who do not. 

 

Retinopathy of Prematurity (ROP) 

Formerly known as retrolental fibroplasias, Retinopathy of prematurity involves an abnormal growth of blood vessels in the retina and vitreous that occurs in some premature infants. 

With abnormal blood vessel growth (neovascularization), nutrients are not delivered to the retina; rather, blood vessels become weak and prone to leakage from significant disease. Progression to later stages can lead to the formation of retinal scar tissue, retinal detachment, and vitreous hemorrhage

Many infants with early ROP improve spontaneously; however, severity varies, from nearly normal vision to total blindness. Signs of ROP are found in very premature babies, with one in ten progressing to more severe stages. Typically, the smallest and earliest premature babies are at highest risk for ROP. 

Optic Atrophy 

Optic atrophy results in either minimal vision change with minor loss, or severe vision loss with major loss of nerve fibers in the optic nerve. Many diseases and disorders result in optic atrophy or damage to the optic nerve, in either or both eyes. Optic atrophy also occurs when the optic nerve fails to develop properly. Increased pressure inside the eye caused by glaucoma may result in inflammation of the optic nerve.  Poisons, vitamin deficiencies, or tumors may be responsible in less-common cases. Often optic atrophy occurs without a known or proven cause. Optic atrophy has no effective treatment, since once optic nerve fibers are lost; they never heal or grow back.  Early diagnosis is the best defense to find and correct the cause, and prevent further damage.

Symptoms

· Blurred vision,

· Reduced peripheral field,

· Abnormal color vision,

· Poor constriction of the pupil in light, and/or

· Decreased brightness in one eye in relation to the other.



Vision Terms



Visual Acuity (VA) - detailed central vision, as in reading.



Central Visual Acuity (CVA) – perceiving object shapes in the direct line of vision.



Peripheral Vision (PV) – perceiving the presence, motion, or color of objects outside the direct line of vision (to the left, right, above, and below the line of sight).



Visual Field (VF) - area seen without moving the gaze, normally 180 degrees.



Tunnel Vision – VF constriction so extensive that only a small area of VA remains, giving the impression of looking through a tunnel.

Blind Spot – blank area in the visual field (corresponding to the light rays that come to a focus on the optic nerve) at approximately 120-150 on the outside of the fixation point, and 1.5 below horizontal meridian.



Binocular Vision - ability to focus on an object and fuse images from each eye into one image.



20/20 Vision - refers to the line on the Snellen chart labeled as 20/20.

Numerator - top number is the distance between the chart and the person (usually 20 feet).

Denominator - bottom number refers to the size of test letters that the average person is able to read at a distance.



Normal vision – normal field vision, color vision, etc.



Legal Blindness - point for determining vision to be so impaired as to cause serious interference with education and livelihood. This standard was established to determine eligibility for many benefits and services, such as rehabilitation services, SSI, and income tax exemption. A person whose vision falls within this definition is considered legally blind.



Agency Definition of Legal Blindness - visual acuity of 20/200 or less in the better eye with best correction, or visual field of no greater than 20 degrees in the better eye.



Visual Impairment - visual acuity greater than 20/200, but less than 20/70 in the better eye with best correction.



Understanding these terms:

· 20/200:  seeing at 20 feet what someone with 20/20 vision sees at 200 feet.

· In Better Eye:  the eye with greater visual acuity.

· With Best Correction: with corrective lenses.

· Visual Field: entire area seen without moving the gaze.



Types of Eye Specialists and Eye Exams



Eye Specialists



Optometrist - state licensed doctor of optometry (OD) educated and trained to detect the presence of vision abnormalities.



		An OD may:

· examine eyes,

· measure visual acuity and visual fields,

· provide vision therapy (e.g., eye muscle coordination exercises), and

· prescribe corrective lenses (e.g. glasses, contacts, other optical aids).

		An OD must:

· refer a patient to an ophthalmologist or other physician when medical intervention is indicated.

		An OD cannot:

· prescribe drugs, or

· perform surgery or laser surgery.



Therapeutic Optometrist – holds additional licensure indicating completion of supplemental academic and clinical courses in pharmacology and related pathology.



	       A therapeutic OD may: provide all services of an optometrist, plus

· prescribe topical pharmaceutical agents (other than antiviral and glaucoma agents) for the purpose of diagnosing and treating visual defects, abnormal conditions and diseases of the anterior chamber, and ocular adnexa; and 

· remove superficial matter and eyelashes from the external eye or adnexa.    



     A therapeutic OD cannot:

· prescribe drugs classified as controlled substances, or

· perform surgery or laser surgery.



Ophthalmologist - state licensed doctor of medicine (MD) who specializes in diagnosis, treatment and surgery for diseases of the eye.



     An ophthalmologist may: provide all services of an OD or therapeutic OD, plus:

· diagnose and treat medical eye diseases;

· perform surgery, laser surgery and provide related care; and

· prescribe any and all drugs.



Ocularist - a professional trained to design and fit artificial eyes.



See Appendix A for questions to ask your eye doctor.





Low-Vision and Lighting 



Your eyes change as you age, but vision loss should not simply be accepted as a natural part of the aging process. In healthy aging, eye glasses or contact lenses can correct changes in vision. However, eye diseases can affect vision to the point that it cannot be fully corrected by ordinary prescription lenses, medical treatment or surgery. If your eye care professional has told you that your vision cannot be corrected and you still have some usable vision, you have what is called “low vision”. 



If you have low vision, you may experience one or more of three types of vision problems: 

· Overall blurred vision—which can be caused by cataracts, scars on the cornea or diabetic retinopathy. 

· Loss of central or center vision—frequently caused by macular degeneration. 

· Loss of peripheral or side vision—most commonly caused by glaucoma or stroke. 



Low Vision Specialist – an optometrist with special training in low vision. The specialist does a low vision evaluation to determine the extent of your remaining vision and may recommend or prescribe optical devices.



What to Expect in the Exam 



History: Review of eye, medical, and functional history, and extensive questions about performance of day-to-day activities, such as cooking, shopping, driving, writing, etc. 



Preliminary Testing: Special tests that may include contrast sensitivity, color vision, auto refractive scans, and visual field examinations. 



Low-vision Refraction: Uses low-vision techniques to enable a better response for measuring refractive prescription



Low-vision Aid Exam: Evaluates low-vision aids to determine their functional benefit. 



Aids may include: 

· glare and light control,

· low-vision magnifiers,

· independent living aids,

· microscopic reading eyewear,

· telescopic systems,

· closed circuit television systems, and/or 

· computer modifications. 



Fitting and Training:  teaches proper use of low-vision aids. 



Take the following items and information to your low-vision exam:

· eyeglasses, sunglasses, reading glasses, magnifiers or other items currently used to aid vision;

· samples of reading material (newspapers, bills, newsletters or music);

· current list of medications (including over-the-counter and herbal remedies) or bring all of your medications;

· insurance information (cards, forms, etc.); and

· medical records or documentation of eye problems.



Arrange for transportation because your eyes may be dilated during the exam.



See Appendix B for Low Vision Aids.





Diabetes Information



Diabetes is an incurable disease that affects the way your body metabolizes food. Sugar builds up in your body when your body does not properly process insulin. Over time, sugar build-up in the blood stream leads to complications of diabetic retinopathy, kidney damage, and extremity numbness. Uncontrolled diabetes can result in blindness, dialysis, and amputation.

 

Types of Diabetes

 

Type 1 diabetes generally occurs in childhood, but can occur in adulthood. Type 1 diabetics produce little or no insulin and must ingest insulin to survive. Approximately 10 percent of diabetics are Type 1.

 

Symptoms generally occur suddenly:

· increased thirst,

· increased passing of urine,

· increased hunger,

· sudden weight loss, and/or

· lethargy.

 

Risk factors include:

· type 1 family history,

· viral related injury to the pancreas, and/or

· destruction of insulin producing cells by immune system reactions.



Type 2 diabetes generally occurs in adulthood, with increased childhood occurrences due to heightened youth obesity and sedentary lifestyles. Type 2 diabetics generally produce insulin, but their body does not properly process it or produce enough insulin. Approximately 90 percent of diabetics are Type 2.



Symptoms generally develop over a long period of time:

· increased thirst;

· frequent passing of urine; 

· increased hunger; 

· dry, itchy skin; 

· numbness or tingling in hands or feet; 

· blurred eyesight; 

· sexual-function problems; 

· lethargy; and/or

· slow-healing cuts or sores.

 

Risk factors include:

· family history of diabetes;

· over age 40;

· obese or overweight; 

· gestational diabetes;

· giving birth to a baby weighing over 9 pounds; 

· illness or injury-related stress;

· hypertension; and/or

· African-, Native-, or Hispanic-American heritage.



Diabetes Management Tools 



Education: Being informed is essential to diabetes management. Certified Diabetes Educators (CDEs) provide education and information about making good choices. A CDE can be a nurse, dietitian, doctor, exercise specialist, or mental health counselor.  Consult insurance resources regarding coverage for a referral to one of these specialists.



Meal Planning:  Good choices in diabetes management include knowing how to maintain blood sugar levels, eat appropriately sized portions, and choose the best eating times. When consulting a CDE, make a list of favorite foods and ask about the best times, amounts, and frequency to eat them.

 

Exercise: Use exercise to lower blood sugar. Optimize blood-sugar maintenance by balancing meals, medication, and exercise while hitting blood-sugar targets.  Exercise utilizes blood sugar, burns fat, improves strength and muscle tone, elevates blood flow, strengthens the heart and lungs, relieves stress, and makes you feel and look better. 



Medicines: Many Type 2 diabetics take oral hypoglycemic agents (OHA) or a combination of insulin and OHAs. Some people control diabetes with only meal planning and exercise.

 

OHAs - the body must be able to produce insulin to enable OHAs to: 

· lower blood sugar,

· prevent blood sugar build-up,

· promote insulin release into the bloodstream,

· better utilize insulin, and

· compliment meal planning and exercise to keep blood sugars in target range.

 

Insulin - Type 1 diabetics need insulin every day to subsist, while Type 2 diabetics need insulin to keep blood sugar down. At least 40 percent of Type 2 diabetic treatment procedures include insulin use. If taking insulin, it is important to know the kind needed, amount to take, and when and how to take it. Insulin contributes to your treatment plan by:

· allowing blood sugar to enter your cells, 

· lowering blood sugar, 

· helping your body use food for energy, 

· preventing production of extra blood sugar when stressed or ill, 

· helping children use energy for growth, and 

· complimenting meal planning and exercise to lower blood sugars.



Diabetes Blood Testing

Use a glucometer regularly to check blood sugar levels and keep records to stay within target range. Many glucometers are available for those with visual impairments.  Consult a CDE or other diabetes resource to determine what may be available. Regularly monitoring blood-sugar levels allows you to:

· adjust meals, medications, and exercise to maintain maximum balance; 

· provide information to monitor and the adjust treatment plan; 

· identify meals, medications, and exercises that affect blood sugar levels; 

· detect blood sugar fluctuations before they become serious. 



See Appendix C for diabetes resources.





Alternative Techniques for Daily Activities



You may have realized that diminished vision may work for some activities, but not for others. For example:

· You may be able to see to walk without running into things, but suddenly stumble on a curb or step you didn’t see.

· You may find that you can’t trust your vision to do simple tasks like pouring a cup of coffee without being messy.

· A regular work day feels twice as long, resulting in headaches from eyestrain.



The common thread is over-reliance on diminished vision.  Alternative techniques can help you complete tasks by eliminating the visual struggle.



Alternative techniques involve using other senses to do things and are best learned with your eyes closed.  Learning something without looking at it may seem unusual, but research shows that learning takes longer because relying on sight diminishes the reliance on hearing and touch.



Don’t postpone learning alternative techniques until vision gets worse.   If doing things visually is a struggle, then now is the time to learn alternative techniques. Don’t let your independence slip away. It will be harder to regain after becoming dependent on others.



Learning alternative techniques creates choices for handling each situation.



Learning Alternative Techniques



Rehabilitation teachers who work for the Division for Blind Services can teach alternative techniques in your home, on the job (as appropriate), or at the Criss Cole Rehabilitation Center in Austin. 



When learning to touch-type, the instructor prevents students from looking at their hands.  Some training rooms are setup to cover the keyboard, so it cannot be seen.  Typing instructors know that looking when learning to touch-type will interfere with learning, since touch-typing is basically a non-visual method.



For those with limited vision, learning non-visually enables faster multi-sensory learning, while reducing fear of helplessness.  



An example of rapidly learning a non-visual technique is identifying coins.  Feel the edge of a coin with your fingernail.  If the edge has small ridges, it is either a quarter or dime.  The quarter is obviously the larger, thicker coin. If the edge is smooth, it is either a nickel or a penny.  The nickel is the larger, thicker coin.  This technique is both less conspicuous than using a magnifier and doesn’t call attention to one’s diminished vision.



By learning non-visual techniques and effectively using other senses, you can combine vision and non-visual techniques to become more effective and independent than with low-vision techniques alone.



Others have traveled this same road. It is not easy.  The good news is that with proper training you can be as independent as you choose to be. You can go to work, raise a family and continued living independently, regardless of visual limitations. 



Food and Kitchen Tips

 

Grocery Shopping

· Many grocery stores provide in-store shopping assistance. Contact the store to determine available assistance arrangements.

· Some stores offer a “pull and order” service, meaning they fill the grocery order in advance. Consider this option if paid transportation requires a driver to wait for you while you shop. On the down side, the store may not select the name brands you want. Contact store for details. 

· Grocery delivery is another option, especially if you live in a small town. Although some stores charge a delivery fee, it may be less expensive than transportation.

· In many communities, meal delivery programs such as Meals on Wheels are available to people who are eligible.



Kitchen Organization

· Organize all ingredients, utensils and recipe materials on a tray to assist in transporting items between work areas. 

· After using an ingredient, move it away from the work area. If interrupted, it will be easier to resume by knowing what ingredients have been used. 

· Fill a large salt shaker with flour for dusting baking pans, making gravies, etc. Label the container to identify contents.

· Always have pot holders, oven mitts, trivets, etc. ready for use. 

· For better accuracy, use a timer instead of visually checking if food has cooked thoroughly.

· Keep knives in a knife holder, a separate box or drawer.  Do not store knives or sharp instruments loose in drawers with other utensils.

· Place a knife in a large bowl or knife holder for easy retrieval between cuttings. 



Kitchen Safety 

· Avoid wearing garments with flowing sleeves hanging ties, etc. and tie back long hair to avoid getting it caught in electric mixers or other appliances, burned over the stove, etc.

· Remove loose-fitting or bulky jewelry before preparing food to avoid getting caught on utensils.

· Wear apron to protect clothing.

· Dry hands before handling electrical appliances.

· Turn switches to “off” position before plugging in appliances.

· Clean up spills immediately.

· Turn off stove or hotplate burners before removing the pan.

· Do not allow pan handles to protrude over the edge of the stove or over another burner.

· Use only the stove’s front burners or back burners, to avoid reaching across hot burners.

· Parents with small children may want to use the stove’s back burners.

· Observe stove settings and use the clock method for certain settings. For example, the medium setting is at 6:00, the high setting is at 9:00, etc. 

· Do not turn stove burners on until pans are centered on the burners. 

· Check burners for heat by slowly lower your hand from high above the burner. This allows you to feel the heat before touching the burner. 

· Use fireplace matches or a butane lighter to light burners that do not light automatically.

· Use spatulas, tongs, and forks to find items in hot pots or pans.

· Have a fire extinguisher available with accessible directions for use.

· Do not walk with a knife extended.

· Do not put knives in the dishwater with other utensils.

· Store knives separately from other utensils.

· Use scissors instead of knives for tasks such as cutting pizza, skinning chicken, chopping herbs, etc. 

· Place pet food and water bowls on a small table or stool to avoid knocking them over.

· Close doors and drawers to avoid running into them.

· Do not place utensils or other objects in a sink with a garbage disposal.



Cooking 

· A little salt in the frying pan prevents splattering fats. 

· Use a muffin tin for baking potatoes, stuffed peppers, or tomatoes, to make it easier to locate and remove from the oven. 

· Cook bacon in the microwave or on cookie sheets to avoid turning.

· Use covered containers to toss salads and mix instant pudding. 

· Wet vegetables, when peeling, to make it easier to determine if all of the peel has been removed. 

· To drain foods, empty food into a colander in the sink or use a slotted spoon to remove food from the pan, allow remaining hot liquid to cool. 

· Measure water before boiling it. 

· Cut round vegetables or fruits in half before slicing or chopping. Place flat side down on cutting board to prevent rolling.

 

Measuring

· Use nesting measuring cups and spoons.

· Use a different set of measuring cups for wet and dry ingredients to avoid interrupting preparation time.

· Bend metal handles of measuring spoons at a 90-degree angle to dip into the substance when measuring solids and liquids. 

· Store liquids in large-mouth jars, then use individual measuring spoons to “dip” out the amount needed.

· Measure drops of extracts or flavorings with a clean eyedropper.

· Chill oil before pouring or measuring, so that you can “feel” the measure. 

· Use puff paint or glue to mark measures on glass measuring cups.

 

Using Liquids 

· Pour liquids over a sink, bowl or tray. Listen as the sound changes since the loudness and clarity of the sound will decrease as the container fills.

· Use a syringe-type baster to remove hot liquids.

· Use a large tray to carry filled ice cube trays to the freezer. 

· Pour liquids into contrasting colored containers, such as coffee into a white mug or milk into a dark blue glass. 

· Place the index finger of the hand holding the cup over the rim and inside the container to know when to stop when pouring.

· Pour slowly at first and increase your speed, as you feel more confident. 

· Floating objects such as ice cubes or a clean ping-pong ball, can help show when a glass is full. 

· Feel weight. A container will get heavier as it is filled.  With practice, you will be able to tell when something is full by how much it weighs. 

· Feel temperature. If the liquid is hot or cold, the temperature difference on the outside of the container will tell the liquid level. 

· Use a liquid indicator. Place the prong of the liquid-level indicator (such as a Say When) inside a glass or cup. Stop pouring when the alert goes off.



Eating Tips

· To cut meat, first feel for the edge of the meat with a fork, line up the knife behind the fork and begin cutting. 

· When peeling food, feel for the edge, turn it counterclockwise while peeling. 

· It is easier to determine if vegetable peel has all been removed when the vegetable is wet. 

· Use a clock system to position food on plates. For example, the top of the plate is 12 o’clock, and the bottom of the plate is 6 o’clock.

· Even if you have some remaining vision, use alternative eating techniques when eating out or in public, where there is little control over lighting, glare and contrast.  Alternative techniques save embarrassment by helping to gracefully locate items and eat neatly. 



Organizing and Labeling



Organize items used daily to find them easily, and help relieve stress and anxiety. Depending on what is being organized, using boxes or containers in various sizes and shapes can be useful. For example, collect incoming mail in a shoe box or similar container. 



Labeling Canned Food and Utensils

· Remove or tear part of the label on certain items. For example, remove part of the label on canned corn to distinguish it from canned green beans. 

· For organizing canned goods, identify cans with braille or large print labels. Use index cards as labels and attach with a rubber band.  As you use the items, saved cards can serve as your next shopping list.  

· Re-attach the card labels while at the grocery store, so cans are ready to be put away at home.

· Categorize like items on pantry or cabinet shelves. For example, the first shelf is canned vegetables, second is canned fruit, third is canned meats, etc.  If space permits, place the same type of cans in a row in the pantry. 

· Use rubber bands instead of labels.  One rubber band for corn, two for green beans, three for soup, etc. 

· Use empty cereal boxes to divide pantry items.

· Label items with adhesive tape. (e.g., masking tape, electrical tape, etc). 

· Wind contrasting tape (candy cane style) around the pot handles, utensils, tools, etc. to increase visibility.



Labeling Appliances and Equipment

The controls of almost any home appliance, office equipment, or industrial tool or equipment can be labeled or marked to make the controls more accessible.



Raised marks are most commonly used to identify the dials or controls. Some items that can be used are puff paint (fabric paint that dries raised, found at craft stores), Velcro, bump dots, braille or raised print letters can be embossed on adhesive tape applied to controls.  Some controls may not need to be marked.  If the start button is the largest button on the panel, it is already identifiable by its size.



Mark or label frequently used settings, but do not label more than necessary.  Clean surfaces first and then start labeling essential settings.



When using contrasting colors make the item you want to see lighter or darker than the background.  For example, coffee is easier to see in a white coffee cup.  Milk is easier to see in a dark cup.  Serve food on contrasting colored dishes, such as creamed corn in a dark dish and red gelatin salad on a white dish. White tape or marks will show better on a dark surface, and vice versa.



Stoves:  Place a dot of puff paint or bump dot on the backboard above the dial at the "On" location.  Place a second dot on the desired temperature. Align dots to reach the desired temperature.  Mark frequently used settings, but don’t mark more than needed.   Estimate other settings by using dots as reference.  For example, if 350 degrees and 400 degrees are both marked, it is not necessary to mark 375 degrees.  Set the oven to 375 degrees by placing the dial halfway between.



Microwaves: A raised dot on the number “5” will orient you the location of numbers to push from memory. For additional information, mark the odd numbered buttons too. Also mark frequently used buttons such as start or the popcorn feature. If applicable, mark the minute or minute plus button. 

Identifying Keys

· A dot of nail polish creates a glossy, slippery feeling to easily identify specific keys.

· A piece of tape can also help identify specific keys.

· Use rubber caps found at hardware or office supply stores to mark and identify keys.

· Memorize distinguishing features of keys, such as raised lettering, symbols, size, or shape. 

· File a notch on the head of a particular key. 

· Use the thumbnail of the opposite hand to locate the keyhole which is usually perpendicular.  Use the thumbnail as a guide to insert the key. 

Laundry and Sewing

· Use a syringe-type baster to fill a steam iron with water. 

· Wash small items in a zipped pillow case or mesh laundry bag. 

· Safety-pin socks into pairs before washing or use sock locks, which may be called sock sorters, available at discount stores.

· Mark washing machine and dryer controls with puff paint or contrasting tape. Mark commonly used settings. 

· Create a “system” for easier laundry sorting. Cut a “V” in a label to identify a permanent press item, or cut off a label corner to identify a colorfast item.

· Sew care instructions into clothing using brailled Teflon tape.

· Special needles and needle threaders make threading needles easier. Rehabilitation teachers teach several alternative techniques for threading regular needles and doing minor clothing mending.

· Keep a small magnet handy to retrieve dropped needles or pins.

· Use staples to mark inch and half-inch marks on a cloth measuring tape.

· Tactile-marked measuring tapes are also commercially available.

Bathroom

· Place rubber bands on all personal items to distinguish them from those of other household members.

· If shampoo and conditioner are in similar containers, place a rubber band on the shampoo bottle to identify it.

· Keep personal items in a separate box, container, or drawer from those of other household members.

· Label and organize commonly used items in bathroom cabinets.

· Use the back of your hand to feel the front of the toilet tank to determine the position of the toilet seat or lid.

· Lighted magnified mirrors may be useful for some with limited vision.  Contact your DBS representative to learn more information about alternative techniques for shaving and applying cosmetics.  

· Store toothpaste in a wide-mouth jar or plastic container, then dip out toothpaste as needed. Or, use a pump dispenser for easier control. Or, put toothpaste in your hand, then scoop palm with brush. Or, put toothpaste directly in your mouth, then brush. 



Cleaning

· Keep cleaning supplies in a bucket to carry around the house.  Wear an apron with large pockets; use pockets for cleaning materials or misplaced items picked up while cleaning a room. 

· Wear cotton gloves or place socks over hands when dusting, instead of using a dust cloth.

· Wipe up spills immediately. 

· When vacuuming or sweeping, divide rooms into sections, using furniture and walls as reference points.  Walking barefoot can help verify that a section is clean. 



Personal Management

Medications 

· When getting prescriptions filled, ask the pharmacist to identify each medication by name and provide a description of the tablet or capsule (color, size). Before leaving the counter, request labeling for each bottle, such as braille, rubber bands, large print, etc.

· When receiving a prescription, ask the doctor or nurse to read the name of the prescription and its dosage, then, document the information in a notebook in your preferred format. 

· Use a rubber band system to organize medications. For Example: one rubber band for heart medication, two rubber bands for stomach medication, three rubber bands for pain medication, etc. Rubber bands can also be used to distinguish similar medicine bottles.

· Use pill organizers to keep track of medications. Consult a pharmacist regarding the safety of storing medications together. 

· With low-vision, it is very important to properly label medication.  Since many medications are identified by color, “look-alike” pills may cause confusion, if you depend on your vision to identify them.

· DBS-contracted diabetes educators teach skills to independently measure insulin and monitor blood glucose, regardless one’s vision.

Clothing 

· Keep only seasonal items in closets; organize clothing by type and style.

· Hang two-piece outfits together on the same hanger. 

· Use different hanger types to identify colored clothes. For example, plastic for blue, wire for white, wire with paper for black, etc.  

· Use garment labels to create an identification system. For example, cut labels on blue clothes into a triangle, cut in half for brown clothes, keep whole for black clothes, and remove labels on white clothing.

· Use identifying features on garments for identification. For example, lots of buttons; raised pictures, letters, symbols, logos, textures (felt, corduroy, or velvet); no buttons; lace, zippers. 

· Use safety pins to identify color (e.g. one for red, two for blue; or facing one way for red, the other way for blue). 

· Use puff paint to write shapes, dots, or letters on labels, inside hems, or inside waistbands (e.g., “BK” for black, dots for blue, triangle for red, “D” for dark, “L” for light, etc.). 

· Place Velcro dots inside belts to identify colors.

· Use a safety pin or other mark to identify matching articles of clothing.

· Use unique ways to store socks for easier identification. For example, roll up blue socks, leave black ones straight and fold white socks together.

· Get in the habit of using sock locks or sock sorters.  If not being worn or washed, always keep socks in sorters.

· Organize drawers to separate socks, undergarments, etc. 

Identifying Shoes

· Label shoe boxes with braille, large-print index cards, or tactile marking. 

· Organize shoes by color in certain areas of your closet. For example, blues on the right shelf, black on the left shelf, and white on floor. 

· Designate certain places for particular shoes.  For example, house shoes by the door, dress shoes under bed, etc. 

· Place small flat head tacks underneath high-heel shoe between heel and sole for color identification if you have different colors of the same style. Use puff paint to mark the inside seam or bottom of shoe.  

· If using paint, label only a few items, allowing time for paint to dry thoroughly.



Shopping



Shopping in Person 

Get organized and shop with a list. Call ahead, to ensure they have needed stock, ask questions, get directions, etc. Make a detailed shopping list including any specific details. (measurements, quantity, color, etc.). 

· Shop during off-peak hours to avoid frustration and feeling rushed, especially if shopping with assistance. Ask stores about their off-peak days and times.

· If possible, shop with someone trusted, especially if making a major purchasing decision.  A trusted companion may be more likely to give objective information about the product and/or terms than someone who will benefit from the sale. 



Shopping by Catalog 

Shopping by catalog saves time, and eliminates transportation arrangements and cost. Most catalogs accept phone orders so have information (item number, color, size, price, etc) ready for the operator.  In many cases, sales tax does not apply however, charges for shipping and handling will apply.





Shopping on the Internet 

If new to internet shopping, have a trusted friend experienced with online shopping assist with the first few purchases to ensure businesses have appropriate privacy and security features. 



If sharing personal information, such as credit card numbers, addresses, and phone numbers online is uncomfortable, use the internet to shop before placing orders by phone. Don’t be a victim of fraud!  Only give credit card and Social Security number to reputable businesses and people you know and trust.





Financial Matters



Keep billing addresses for major bills in a notebook, using your preferred format, so they are accessible to use if an envelope is missing or lost. 



Keep billing dates on a calendar, to help manage finances. If unable to read a billing statement, call customer services for amount due and due date.



Use braille, large-print, or electronic format to maintain a check registry.  The customer service department of many banks can provide information about the availability and pricing of large-print checks, such as EZ Read Checks, Sight Line Checks, and Guide Line Checks. 



Coins

Quarters and dimes are easily distinguished because they have ridges and differ greatly in size. Nickels and pennies both have smooth edges, but the nickel is the thicker, heavier coin.



Paper Money

Determine a system for separating different dollar denominations. One possible technique is to keep $1 bills unfolded, $5 bills folded in half, double fold $10 bills, and fold $20 bills lengthwise, or keep different denominations in separate compartments.  When shopping, have the clerk identify bills when giving back change, then place in the respective compartment or fold accordingly.



Credit Cards

There are several methods to simplify credit card purchases. 

Consider the following: 

· Arrange cards alphabetically (i.e., Master Card, Sears, and Visa).  

· Use a credit card carrier, then mark or label the plastic sleeves as needed. 

· Cut small notches on the long side of the card opposite of the magnetic strip, but do not damage the strip. If you lack confidence to cut the notches, consider asking a friend or family member to assist you.  

· Use a signature guide available from DBS, or ask the salesperson to place your credit card under the signature line as a guide.



Paying Bills

· Contact companies about automatic bill-paying options.

· Ask about the availability of large-print or raised-line checks. 

· Purchase check-writing guides from specialty catalogs. 

· Use a talking calculator to help with checkbook balancing. 

· For check writing, consider magnification, CCTVs or computer financial software, such as Quicken, to write and print checks from your computer.



Electronic Banking 

If you have access to a computer, consider electronic banking services, such as direct deposit, electronic fund transfer, and electronic bill-paying.  Many banks also offer online account statements and other features, to better manage finances online.  





Safety and Security



· List emergency telephone numbers in braille or large print near the telephone, or program them into an electronic phone. 

· Always completely shut drawers and doors

· Put chairs back in their place if they are moved. 

· Identify overhead cabinets, such as bathroom and kitchen cabinets, to avoid surprise when leaning forward or rising up. 

· Keep hallways uncluttered. 

· Locate exits in unfamiliar environments.

· Regularly replace batteries in the smoke detector.

· If appropriate, notify the local fire and police departments that a household member is blind or visually impaired.

· Urban dwellers must learn to maneuver along crowded sidewalks, to avoid pedestrians, skateboarders, bicyclists, and delivery persons with carts.

· In rural areas, be aware of unleashed pets, stray animals, terrain drop-offs, or unpaved or unsafe walking areas. 

· Use a mobility cane to detect steps, drop-offs, or uneven terrain.

· Attach non-skid appliqués to showers and bathtubs. 





Using Your Remaining Senses



Making use of your remaining senses can increase your ability to do the things you want to do and assist in learning to use non-visual techniques.



Use Your Hearing

Distinct sounds often help identify location.   Common home sounds may include a refrigerator’s hum, a ticking clock, or a radio or television. Outside sounds at home may include street traffic or wind chimes. Work sounds may include machinery, office equipment, or soft drink machines in break areas.

· Experienced cooks can hear water boiling, changes in frying sounds, and when the stove is set to high heat. 

· Canned vegetables also sound different.  For example, cream corn sounds different from regular corn.

· Notice sound direction, intensity, and frequency for a wide variety of clues to identify dropped objects.

· Printers, copiers, and fax machines make distinctive sounds that can indicate completed tasks.



Use Your Sense of Touch 

Practice will help to quickly identify objects by their unique features. 

· A container’s size and shape helps identify it. For example, vegetables are packaged in small, family-size cans, and fruit juices are packaged in large, economy-size cans. Tuna cans also differ from soup cans.

· Some clothing has unique features, which might include the color, shape, fabric texture or tactilely identifiable buttons or embellishments.

· Office equipment that is touched, such as printers, copiers, fax machines, paper cutters, laminators, etc., usually has distinct shapes and textures.



Use Your Sense of Smell

· Scent can identify many products in the home. In the kitchen, cinnamon smells different from cloves and coffee smells different from cocoa. 

· Scent is often used for identifying when food is done cooking.

· Identify distinctive smells in the garden or from the local bakery. 

· Smell is divided into six useful categories: flowery, fruity, spicy, resinous, burnt and putrid.



Travel and Transportation



Community Transportation

Community size determines available transportation systems, including public bus systems, curb-to-curb para-transit systems, transportation for the elderly, and trains.  Rural residents may have to rely on friends, family, and paid drivers. To exercise choice and independence, it is important to identify all available transportation options.



Orientation and Mobility

Certified orientation and mobility, or O & M, training specialists or instructors teach skills that allow a blind person to travel safely and comfortably.  



O & M training includes long white cane and human-guide training, and learning protective and other techniques. This booklet contains basic information about protective and human-guide techniques however obtain more extensive information from an O & M instructor or specialist.  The Division for Blind Services provides O & M training, which is required when learning the proper and safe use of long white canes.



Protective Techniques

Protective Techniques refer to the use of hands and arms to provide protection when walking in familiar areas without a cane. Use the following simple techniques to safely maneuver around the house. 

· Trailing: When traveling along walls, extend the arm, with your hand leading, next to the wall in front of your body. Use the back of your hand – pinkie and ring fingers – avoiding jamming fingers by keeping them relaxed and curved in and down. This method assists in finding and giving advanced warning of upcoming obstacles.

· Upper Body Protection: Touch the dominant hand to the opposite shoulder with finger tips, rotate the forearm and wrist so the palm is facing outward. Bring your arm out from your body to an angle, and move your elbow down slightly, so your hand and forearm are in front of your face. This technique protects your head and shoulders. Use this technique when walking down hallways, around doorways, etc., to protect your head from open doors and protruding objects. Use this technique in addition to a cane, to protect the head and face from tree branches. 

· Lower-Body Protection: With your dominant hand, touch the opposite thigh, rotate your forearm and wrist so the palm is facing outward. Then move your hand out in front of the lower section of your body. Shift your hand toward the center of your body. Use this technique when walking in areas with low items, like tables and countertops. 



Dropped Object

Listen to where the object lands.  Pivot your body toward the object, then approach the object, underestimating the distance. Bend down (using a wall or stable object for balance), or get down on your hands and knees, using your upper-body protective techniques to protect your head. Use your free hand (the one that’s not protecting your head) to search—palms down— with a very light sweeping motion. Use “rainbows,” starting near your feet, and develop broader “rainbows” to sweep a larger surface. Move backward or forward if your first search doesn’t work. Remember to continue to protect your head. 



Orientation Tips

Below are various tips to assist if you have difficulty identifying locations at home.

· Listen for normal sounds to assist in identifying your location. For example, the sound of the refrigerator, air conditioning or heating unit, etc. 

· Place a radio, turned on low, in the area that you have trouble identifying.

· Clear walkways of furniture, and remove throw rugs that cause trip hazards.

· Either open or shut all doors (whichever is preferred), but not partially open.  Instruct household members to do the same.

· Be aware of environmentally related smells.  For example, a bowl of potpourri in the bedroom or cooking food in the kitchen gives clues to locations within the home.



Human Guide Technique

Using a human guide is one way for a blind or low-vision person to travel. This technique is not meant to replace learning to use a long white cane.  Although using a long white cane allows much more independence, there may be times when a guide is preferred.



Note that the visually impaired person holds the guide’s arm just above the elbow and walks one step behind, to anticipate the guide's movements.  Contact a local Division for Blind Services office for further instruction on human guide techniques. DBS can arrange in-depth orientation and mobility training in using a long white cane.



Sighted friends and family members may wish to travel under blindfold using a human guide, to better understand a blind loved one’s experience.



See Appendix D for of recreational resources for the visually impaired.

See Appendix E for tips for family and friends.





Communication



Routine things such as using the telephone, telling time, signing a document, or working on a computer are important elements of everyday communication. These seemingly simple tasks can be daunting to a blind person who has not developed the skills to do them. Below is information to help resolve common communications issues. 

Using the Telephone

People with low-vision often use phones with large buttons or numbers. While these work for some, others find the large numbers hard to see and large buttons clumsy to use.  Problems remain when dialing on a standard-sized keypad or cell phone.



Learning to dial a phone by touch is better because the number keypad on all phones is laid out the same way. Avoid eye strain by letting fingers do the work.  



Create a reference point by putting a raised dot on the number 5 key, memorize the location of other numbers. The top row across is 123, the second row is 456 and the third row is 789.  The 0 is underneath the 8 key.    Place three fingers of one hand on the 456 row, so your middle finger is on the 5 key to use as your reference point.  With practice, dialing the phone will be quick and easy.



Free Directory Assistance

The local phone company offers free directory assistance for those who cannot read the phonebook. Call the phone company for an application and information.  Once approved, an operator will look up the needed number; however, calls must be made from the home phone.



Organizing Phone Numbers

· Use braille to make a phone book using index cards. 

· Record phone numbers on audio tape, and categorize each tape by family, friends or business.

· Write phone numbers in large print with a black marker on plain white paper, one number per page, then staple together or keep in a binder.

Reading and Writing

Below are ideas for adapting writing materials, reading mail, and paying bills. There is also information about the uses and benefits of braille.

 

Adapting Writing Materials

· Use a straight edge such as a ruler or the side of a credit card or ID card, as a guide for signing your name, addressing envelopes, writing notes, etc. 

· Place a sticky, post-it style note on the top edge of the signature line to use as a signature guide.  The note will not leave any remaining adhesive.

· Crease a paper at the signature line; use the crease as a guide.  The Division for Blind Services also provides signature guides.  Have someone to place the guide on the signature line, sign inside.

· Use an unlined tablet and two rubber bands as a writing guide.  Place one rubber band around the top of the tablet and the second rubber band about one-half inch or a finger width below the first one. Write between the rubber bands. After you have written the first line, move the top rubber band below the second one the same distance to create another line to write on. Alternate the rubber bands as you fill up the page. 

· Depending on vision, use a bold dark marker to write notes, addresses, and phone numbers in large print. Bold-lined writing paper is available; however, some people prefer using yellow paper, such as a legal pad.

· Tape-recording phone numbers, recipes, and notes to play back later is also an alternative to handwriting.

Braille

Braille is a tool for gaining literacy and independence. With the advent of speech screen reading and magnification software, magnification aides, and personal data assistants, society has access to information in a myriad of venues.



Statistics show the use of paper has decreased dramatically over the last 20 years. However, many prefer to record and retrieve information in print.  For those who are blind, the ability to record and retrieve information is still as valuable today as it was before the wide availability of information technology.



Braille equals print.  For those with some residual vision who use screen magnification to read print, braille is a useful option in poor lighting or when screen magnification devices are unavailable.  Using all available options, including braille, print, and technology, helps achieve greater success in employment and daily life.  



There is a direct correlation between braille competency and employment.  Around 90 percent of employed people who are blind are proficient braille users.  In planning the future, become equipped with all the tools necessary for achieving your goals.  



DBS offers braille instruction to individuals and groups, and the Hadley School for the Blind offers a free correspondence course to learn braille. Contact the Hadley School for the Blind at 1-800-526-9909, or visit them on the web at www.hadley-school.org.

To help with reading mail

· Request bank and utility monthly statements in braille or large print.

· Ask friends or family, or hire a reader to assist with reading mail.

· Shoe boxes make good containers for sorting mail into categories, such as bills, junk mail, letters, etc. This helps the reader use time more efficiently.

· Use a magnifier or CCTV to read shorter items, saving longer items for your reader. 



See Appendix F for reading resources.



 

Time Management

Telling Time

Many types of watches and clocks are available that have large numbers, or talk, or can be felt tactilely.  

· Low-vision watches and clocks: Usually larger than either talking or tactile watches because of the larger dial face and often come with a choice contrasting dials (black face with white numbers or vice versa).  They are limited by remaining vision, dial face size, and available light.

· Talking watches and clocks: Tell time when a button is pressed.  The watches are usually not waterproof, difficult for some to hear, and may be disruptive.

· Tactile watches and clocks: Mistakenly called braille watches and clocks because they are read with the fingers.  However, they do not have braille, nor do they require one to know how to read braille.  A tactile watch is versatile because it is not limited by lighting nor is it disruptive.



Keeping a Calendar

Keep track of dates and appointments using braille or low-vision calendars, available through specialty catalogs.



See Appendix G for adaptive aid retailers and resources.





Support Systems



Self-Advocacy

· Be patient, consistent, and persistent. 

· Contact a company or organization representative as soon as you notice problems with services or goods.

· Be concise. Explain the problem and the resolution you want.

· Document the name of the contact and the time called.  Follow up with a note or letter if possible. Ask that comments or actions be put in writing.

· Continue follow-up contact until the issue is resolved. Go up the chain of command until you have been helped.   

· If the organization or company fails to resolve issues, contact a governing agency or organization.  Contact the Better Business Bureau, a city council member, county commissioner, agency or statewide hotline, Advocacy, Inc., your legislator, etc. 

· Enlist help from friends and family. If unable to determine the governing agency or organization, contact a local library. A librarian can help locate this information. 

· Volunteer at a local hospital, school, nonprofit organization, etc. 

· Join a community organization, club, or lodge, such as Rotary or Lions Club, Toastmasters, etc. 

· Start or join an activity group or club for other blind or visually impaired people in your community. 

· Vote. 

· Visit or write to your state or national representatives. 

· Join your neighborhood association. 

· Join a health club or local YMCA. 

· Invite friends or family over to play games or have dinner. 

· Enroll in continuing education courses at the local community college. 

· Volunteer to serve on boards of local organizations that interest you.



Organizations for the Blind

No one understands vision loss better than someone who shares the experience. Those adjusting to vision loss benefit from associating with those who understand the range issues, concerns, and challenges. Texas is home to a number of outstanding organizations that support the blind and visually impaired.  Contact them about their respective services and membership requirements.

American Council of the Blind of Texas (ACBT)

ACBT, an affiliate of The American Council of the Blind, represents the interests of blind and visually impaired Texans, and strives to increase independence, security, equality of opportunity and quality of life. Although a majority of members are blind or visually impaired, sighted persons sharing the common goals of ACBT are welcome to join. ACBT currently has eight chapters and six special interest affiliates.

 

ACBT contact: 

Dr. Ed Bradley, State President, 

(713) 802-2150 

www.acbtexas.org 

National Federation of the Blind of Texas (NFB of Texas)

The National Federation of the Blind of Texas is the largest organization of blind people, with hundreds of members living in every part of the state. NFB of Texas promotes the complete and equal integration of blind people into society by working to remove legal, economic, and social discrimination, and to advance public education about blindness and promote the right of all blind people to fully exercise individual talents and capacities.



NFB of Texas contact: 

Tommy Craig, President

6909 Rufus Drive, Austin, TX 78752

(512) 323-5444,

www.nfb-texas.org 



Vocational Skills

	

Informational Technology

Computer systems, digital recorders, CDs/DVDs, flash memory cards, mp3 players, etc., help retrieve and access data. In today’s employment market, those who effectively access information are the more informed, marketable employees.  Current technology helps visually impaired individuals compete equally in the workplace.  



Keyboarding:  Many sighted people use a mouse to complete computer tasks.  For those who are visually impaired, however, losing track of the mouse causes diminished efficiency.  Because the keyboard is a primary means for computer access, learning keyboarding skills is essential for gaining computer proficiency.  



Computer Skills:  Basic computer skills, including navigating the operating system and using common applications (word processing, spreadsheets, databases, email, and the internet), build from basic keyboarding skills. Work-related job functions dictate the applications and expertise needed.  The majority of jobs require some computer skills.



Hotkeys:  Many computer applications have hotkeys to complete tasks usually performed with a mouse.  



See Appendix H for keyboard hotkeys.



Adaptive Windows Tips:  Reading a computer screen can be difficult or impossible for the visually impaired; however implementing the following modifications make it easier.  Since the Windows operating system is the most common used today, the following tips are Windows based.  

· Display Settings:  Making changes to the display screen make it easier   for those with limited vision to work with Windows-based programs.  

· Use “Display Properties” under “Control Panel” to change screen resolution and increase display size.

· Use “Appearance” under “Control Panel” to change font size and color and background color.

· Accessibility Options: Basic tools enable many to make their existing computer systems accessible without additional costs.

· High Contrast under “Accessibility Options” in “Control Panel” to set screen display to high contrast black on white, or vice versa.  

· Narrator, a limited, basic screen reader within Windows 2000, XP, and later, is accessible through the “Start Menu”, “All Programs”, “Accessories”, then “Accessibility”.  

· Magnifier, a basic screen enlarger within Windows 2000, XP, and above, is used to enlarge information presented on screen. Access through “Start menu”, “All Programs”, “Accessories”, “Accessibility”. 



Assistive Technology

Assistive technology is any item, equipment, or product system—acquired commercially off the shelf, modified, or customized—used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of people with disabilities. Assistive Technology is used every day by people who are blind. It can be as simple as marking appliances with raised dots to high tech adaptations, like computer screen reader programs. 



The following are descriptions of assistive technology available to visually impaired consumers.



Screen Reader Software: Synthesized speech output reads computer display for visually impaired individuals. A variety of programs available include: JAWS, Window Eyes, and Super Nova (HAL). 



Refreshable Braille Display: This device is used with your computer and transforms screen information into refreshable braille. This is an excellent tool for someone with good braille skills. 



Screen Magnification Software: Screen magnification software provides magnification levels of the computer screen from 2 to 16 times the normal view. It also provides auditory feedback that enables low vision users to hear as well as view text, graphics, applications, and menus. There is a variety of programs available including: ZoomText, Big Shot, Magic, and Super Nova (Lunar).



Notetakers: A device used by low vision and blind users to take notes with either a standard keyboard or a braille keyboard. Users are able to write, review, edit, and store information using speech or refreshable braille outputs. Some Notetakers offer an address book feature and an email option.



Video Magnifiers (Closed Circuit Televisions/CCTV): CCTVs assist individuals with low vision to read letters, address books, bills and to write checks. CCTVs can either be used with your regular television screen, on a small, lightweight, portable screen or can be a complete system with a monitor and stand combined. 



Reading Machines/Software (optical character recognition, OCR): Stand-alone machine or OCR software allows a blind or low-vision user to read printed text. The stand-alone system or the OCR software will not read graphics or handwritten materials. 



See Appendix I for assistive technology websites.



Assistive Technology Financial Aid 

Because the cost for assistive technology is often outside one’s budget, there are two resources that help with low cost loans or other purchase assistance. Contact your local Division for Blind Services office, or visit one of the websites listed below.



Texas Center for the Physically Impaired – They have provided more than 400 refurbished computers to blind and disabled people worldwide.  For $50, they provide a Windows-based Pentium computer with monitor, keyboard, a six-cassette tutorial, and demonstration copy of Window-Eyes 4.1.



Contact: Bob Langford

11330 Quail Run, Dallas, TX 75238

(214) 340-6328

boblang@airmail.net

www.handicapability.org



National Federation of the Blind of Texas – They have a low-cost loan program to help purchase assistive technology.



Tommy Craig, President

6909 Rufus Drive

Austin, TX 78752

(512) 323-5444

http://www.nfb-texas.org or NFB national website: www.nfb.org



See Appendix I for assistive technology websites.



Volunteer Organizations

Volunteering can help those with little or no work experience gain valuable skills and experience.  Contact these organizations for more information



Volunteer Match 

385 Grove Street 

San Francisco, CA 94102, 

(415) 241-6868

 http://www.volunteermatch.org



Volunteer Solutions

Contact your local United Way or visit them at http://www.volunteersolutions.org



Job Clubs



Many DBS offices provide their consumers with job clubs to provide interview techniques, resume assistance, job search assistance, and other resources such as job shadowing and informational interviews. Job clubs help job seekers network to share employment information.



Texas Workforce Commission (TWC)



The TWC is the state government agency responsible for Texas job-seeker and employer workforce-development services. TWC offers employers recruiting, retention, training and retraining, and outplacement services, as well as valuable information on labor law and labor-market statistics. TWC offers job-seekers career development information, job search resources, training programs, and applicable unemployment benefits. While some target populations receive intensive assistance to overcome employment barriers, all Texans can benefit from the resources offered by the TWC and its workforce partner network. 



The TWC is part of a local and state network dedicated to the development of the Texas workforce. This network joins the Commission’s statewide efforts with regional planning and services provided by 28 local workforce boards. This network centralizes consumer access to local workforce solutions and statewide services at Texas Workforce Centers. 



Texas Workforce Commission and network partners’ primary services are funded by federal tax revenue and are generally free to all Texans.  

 

Visit them online at http://www.texasworkforce.org/ 


Appendix A 



Questions to Ask Your Eye Doctor

Listed below are questions designed to help you know what to ask your doctor so  you can become informed about your eye condition:



· What is my diagnosis?

· What caused my condition?

· Should I watch for any particular symptoms and notify you if they occur?

· What changes can I expect in my vision?

· Will my vision loss get worse?

· How much of my vision will I lose?

· Will regular eyeglasses improve my vision?

· What medical/surgical treatments are available for my condition?

· What are the benefits of this treatment, and how successful is it?

· What are the risks and side effects associated with this treatment?

· What can I do to protect or prolong my vision?

· Will dieting, exercising, or other lifestyle changes help?

· How can I continue my normal activities?

· Will any special devices help me with daily activities such as reading, sewing, cooking, or repairing things around the house?

· Are there trainings and services available to help me live better and more safely with low-vision?

· Where can I find individual or group support to cope with my vision loss?

· What is my visual acuity? (Normal vision is 20/20)

· Should I see a retinal specialist or low-vision doctor?

· Do you have any literature related to my diagnosis?

· How often do I need to return for exams?



Additional Tips:

· Take notes, or get a family member to take notes for you.

· Keep asking questions if you don’t understand.

· Ask your doctor to write down his/her instructions for you.














Appendix B



Low Vision Aids 



Magnifiers and low vision aids have limitations just as any other device or tool does, therefore, low vision aids will work for some tasks, but not for others. It is not always possible to control how much lighting, glare or contrast there is and these things have an effect on how well low vision aids work for you. 



The secret to functioning independently is not to depend just on your weakened vision.  Learning alternative techniques and making better use of your other senses will give you more choices than using low vision aids alone. 



Magnification

· Generally, the stronger the magnification, the smaller the lens.

· Stronger magnification creates greater distortion at the lens outer edges.

· Aim for the weakest magnification possible to retain field of vision.

· Test magnifiers before buying.

· Approximately 4 diopters per Power (X), i.e. a 10 diopter magnifier – 2.5X



Stand Magnifiers

· Set focal point; may be directly on page, with or without “legs”.

· May or may not be illuminated (LED, incandescent or halogen, if illuminated)

· More for reading than writing

· $20-$180, depending on illumination, magnification power, and brand.



Hand Held Magnifiers

· Easier to use when writing

· May be illuminated (LED or incandescent) or tinted.

· May be tinted (yellow or orange)

· $5-$75, depending on illumination, magnification power, and brand.



Pocket Magnifiers

· Easier to use when writing but not illuminated.

· Most portable of all magnifiers

· May have multiple lenses; weaker powered without multiple lenses.

· $5-$40 depending on magnification and brand name



CCTV

· Designed for reading only; True color or black and white contrast.

· Expensive ($1500+)



Lighting

· Chromalux (warm)

· Halogen (expensive; warm)

· Fluorescent (cool)

· Incandescent (regular bulb)

· Magnifying lamps: ideal for spot reading and personal hygiene.

· When shopping, consider the cost of replacement bulbs.



Hand Held Telescopes

· 2.5x-14x - the greater the magnification, the smaller the field of vision.

· $30-$200

· For distance reading; Use short focus for closer reading (i.e. price tags).



Lighting 

Proper lighting may be useful for some activities, the type of light used and its placement should be evaluated. The correct position for a light source when a person is reading should be just above and behind their head. This allows light to shine over the left shoulder for a right handed person and over the right shoulder for a left handed person. The bulb should not be visible from where you are sitting.



It is a matter of choice if fluorescent, incandescent, halogen or the newer “full spectrum or natural” type lighting works best for you.  Everyone has their preferences, but you are the best judge of determining what will work for you.  



Take samples of pictures or other visual materials with you when testing the different types of light to see if there are noticeable differences.
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Diabetes Resources

 

CCS Medical 	800-258-9559 

MP Total Care	800-678-5733 

Heritage Diabetic Supply, Inc. 	800-267-6509 

Liberty Medical Supply 	800-633-2001 

National Diabetic Pharmacy 	800-467-8546 

Pharma Care Specialty Pharmacy 	800-238-7828 

Medicare 	800-633-4227 

American Diabetes Association 	800-232-3472 

National Diabetes Information Clearinghouse 	301-654-3327

Texas Diabetes Council 	512-458-7490 

Eli Lilly Patient Assistance Program 	800-545-6962 

Novo Nordisk Inc. 	800-727-6500 

National Federation of the Blind 	410-659-9314

Directory of Prescription Drug Patient Assistance Programs,, P.O. Box 29075, Phoenix, AZ 85038 








Appendix D



Recreational Resources



Travel 



The Guided Tour, Elkins Park, PA: Travel for visually impaired persons.  

215-782-1370 



White Cane Tours, Evergreen Travel: Travel for visually impaired persons

Evergreen Travel

4114 198th SW, Suite #13, Lynnwood, WA 98036-6742

800-435-2288. 



Access-Able Travel Source: Offers resources for travel tours, travel agents, etc. for people with disabilities.  

www.access-able.com



Computer and Board Games 



Accessible Computer Games 

www.gamesfortheblind.com 



American Printing House for the Blind

P. O. Box 6085, Louisville, KY 40206.                  

800-223-1839 



United States Braille Chess Association

111-20 75th Rd., Apt. 5L, Forest Hills, NY 11375

718-275-2209.  

www.crisscrosstech.com/usbca 



Sports



American Blind Bowling Association 

315 N. Main Street, Houston, PA 15342. 

724-745-5986. 



United States Blind Golf Association 

615-885-2952 

 jvbaker@mindspring.com 



Blind Golf 

www.blindgolf.com 





American Blind Skiing Foundation

163 Walnut St., Elmhurst, IL 60126 

ABSF@absf.org

www.absf.org



Ski for Light (Cross Country) 

1455 West Lake St., Minneapolis, MN 55408 

612-827-3232 

www.sfl.org 

info@sfl.org

 

Foresight Ski Guides, Inc.

PO Box 18944, Denver, CO 80218-0944 

866-860-0972 

www.foresightskiguides.org 

forsightskiing@aol.com



American Blind (Water) Skiers, Inc. 

2325 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica, CA 90402 

213-828-5514. 



National Beep Baseball Association 

9623 Spencer Hwy, La Porte, TX 77571 

www.nbba.org 

info@nbba.org



Goalball 

330-745-7853 

www.angelfire.com/hi5/usa-goalball/



Amateur Radio



Handi Ham 

3915 Golden Valley Rd, Golden Valley, MN 55422

866-426-3442 

www.handiham.org



Music, Videos and Theater 

Refer also to Appendix D for retailers and websites for descriptive video and large print sheet music.



Music by Ear: Provides music instruction in audible format.

704 Habersham Rd, Valdosta, GA 31602 

(229) 249-0628

www.musicvi.com 



Access Austin Arts, Inc.: Provides audio description of live concerts.

(512) 499-0255



Recreational Equipment Resources



BSN Sports 

P.O. Box 7726, Dallas, TX 75209 

800-527-7510 



Clotilde (sewing and crafts) 

B3000, Louisiana, MO 63353 

800-772-2891 



Hammat Senior Products 

P.O. Box 727, Mount Vernon, WA 98273, 

206-428-5850. 



Howe Press, Perkins School for the Blind 

175 No. Beacon Street, Watertown, MA, 02172-9982, 

617-924-3490. 



LILLY (macrame and weaving supplies) 

PO Box 88, Shelby, NC 28150 



Pickett Enterprises

PO Box 68, Prescott, AZ 86302 



SAX (assorted crafts and magnifiers) 

PO Box 2002, Milwaukee, WS 53201 



Sportime, Division of Select Service and Supply Co. 

2905 E Amwiler Road, Atlanta, GA 30360 

800-241-9884 



US Games 

PO Box 117028, Carrolton, TX 75011-7028 

800-327-0484. 



Wolverine Sports 

745 State Circle, Box 1941, Ann Arbor, MI 48106 

800-521-2832. 



World Wide Games 

Colcester, CT 06415, 

800-243-9232



Appendix E



Tips for Family and Friends



· If the person is walking with you, don't grab the person’s arm, but let the person take yours.  He or she will stay about half-step behind and can anticipate curbs and steps.

· Don’t speak for the person if you are in public or a restaurant and the salesperson or waiter asks you what they want.  Let the person speak for themselves.

· Speak when you enter and leave a room. Address the blind person directly if it is crowded. Introduce the person to others as needed and include children. Let the person know if there is a dog or cat in the room.

· If requested, guide the person to a chair and place your hand on the back of the chair.

· Speak in a normal rate and tone of voice when addressing a blind person.  There is no need to speak loudly and slowly unless you know for a fact the person is hard of hearing.  

· Do not leave items in walkways or room or cabinet doors partially open or shut.

· If you think a person needs help, ask.  This is common courtesy.

· When offering assistance, never take the blind person by the arm.  Offer your arm and let the person choose.

· Never pet or interfere with a guide dog while it is on duty.

· Never take hold of a white cane while a person is holding it.

· Feel free to use words that refer to vision.  Blind people also use the words "see", "look", "watch", etc.

· Give clear directions using right/left, beside/behind/in front, etc.

· Avoid pointing, saying over there, etc.

· Participate in adapting the environment by assisting with marking items, rearranging furniture, etc if requested.  

· Use the clock method when describing where food is on a plate if requested.  The clock method can be used for orienting a person to an unfamiliar work area or environment instead of saying something is to the left or right, etc. 

· Always return items to their "right place".

· Experience completing tasks by using non-visual techniques and wearing a sleep shade. 
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Reading Resources



American Printing House: Free taped or Braille Reader’s Digest and/or Newsweek subscriptions.

800-223-1839

www.aph.org



Aurora Ministries’ Bible Alliance: Free Bibles and Bible studies on audiocassette in many languages.  

941-748-3031



Braille Bible Foundation: Free Braille and large print Bibles.  

407-834-3628



Braille Institute of America Sound Solutions Tapes: Free audiocassette series with practical information, resources and encouragement for seniors with vision loss.

800-272-4553

www.biasoundsolutions.org



Dialogue Magazine: Subscription (donation). 

800-860-4224



Directory Assistance Exemption: Free directory assistance (1411) for those with vision impairments who are unable to use the telephone book. 

Contact your local and long distance carriers for information and an application. 



Descriptive Video Service (DVS): Sells descriptive videos (including movie scene descriptive narration) for retail price (no extra cost for description) catalogue available in accessible formats. 

800-333-1203 

www.main.wgbh.org/wgbh/access/



Guidepost Magazine: Subscription only, large print magazine. 

800-431-2344

www.guideposts.org



Hal Leonard Publishing Corp.: Large print sheet music. Write for catalog.

8112 W. Bluemond Rd, Milwaukee, WI 53213

800-743-3868

www.sheetmusicplus.com



Hansen House: Large print sheet music. Send catalog requests and orders to:

1870 West Ave., Miami Beach, FL 33139

800-327-8202 



International Association of Audio Information Services: Listing of local radio reading services (newspaper, magazine and other print material over the radio).  800-280-5325 

www.iaais.org 



Jewish Braille Institute of America: Free large print Torah. 

Call or write to request.

110 East 30th, New York, NY 10016

212- 889-2525 



Lutheran Braille Workers, Inc.: Free Braille Bibles, extra large print Bibles (paperback or multi-volumes) and devotional literature.

905-795-8977 



National Association for the Visually Handicapped: Newsletter (Seeing Clearly), large print book resources and large print games.  

3201 Balboa St., San Francisco, CA 94121 

415-221-3201 

http://www.navh.org 



National Federation for the Blind, National Newsline: Newspapers read over the phone. Call or write: 

1800 Johnson Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21230 

410-659-9314 or 512-323-5444 or 713-956-1735. 

newsline@nfb-texas.org%20

www.nfb-texas.org



National Library for Blind and Physically Handicapped: Large print sheet music. Call or write:

Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20504 

800-424-8567

(Note: The librarian at the Texas State Library can assist in obtaining.) 



New York Times Weekly Newspaper: L print newspaper subscription. 

800-334-5497



Recording for the Blind and Dyslexic: Recorded textbooks for all academic levels and recorded professional literature (on loan). 

800-221-4792



Reader’s Digest Large Print Edition: Available with subscription.  Bible and condensed books are also available. 

800-877-5293 or 800-310-6261



Sharing Solutions Newsletter: Lighthouse International published a free large print newsletter.

800-829-0500

www.lighthouse.org  



Library Users of America (Texas Chapter)/Texas Center for the Physically Impaired: Circulating library of approximately 200 descriptive videos for a one time gift of $25. A $100 one time gift provides a refurbished computer with Windows 98, screen reader program demo, (Zoom Power) and tutorials. 

Contact: Robert Langford, 214-340-6328

www.handicapability.org 



Texas State Library Talking Books Program: Audiotape, large print and Braille book library.  Four track cassette players are available on loan. 

800-252-9605 toll free in Texas 

www.tsl.state.tx.us/tbp   



Time Magazine: Large print edition available at subscription rate. 

PO Box 61141 Tampa, FL 33661-1141 

www.time.com 



The Hadley School for the Blind: Free correspondence courses for the blind, visually impaired and families. Courses are available in academic subjects, independent living, recreation topics and braille reading and writing. Call for catalog and application.  

800-323-4238

www.hadley-school.org 




Appendix G



Adaptive Aids

Check your local phone book for similar businesses in your area. DBS does not endorse companies.

 

Ann Morris Enterprises

800-454-3175 

 www.annmorris.com

 

Carolyn’s Products for Enhanced Living

800-648-2266

 

Independent Living Aids 

800-537-2118 

www.independentliving.com



Innovative Rehabilitation Technology, Inc.

800- 322-4784



L S & S Group

800-468-4789 

www.lssproducts.com/stores/1/index.cfm



Lighthouse International 

800-829-0500 

www.lighthouse.org/



Massachusetts Association for the Blind 

800-682-9200

www.mabcommunity.org



Maxi Aids 

800-522-6294 

www.maxiaids.com



National Association for the Visually Handicapped 

212-889-3141 

www.navh.org



Option Central

414-499-9699 





Science Products for the Blind

800-888-7400 



See-More Vision Aiding Products 

800-428-6673

www.seemorevision.com



Sense-Sations Associated Services for the Blind 

215-625-0600 



South Dakota Industries for the Blind 

800-223-5145 

www.sdib.org



Speak to Me Catalog 

800-248-9965 

www.speaktomecatalog.com



Vis/Aids

Phone: 718-847-4734 




















































Appendix H



Common Microsoft Windows Keyboard Hotkeys



Windows Navigation and Application Control

Open Start Menu	Windows key

Close Start Menu	Windows key

Go to Desktop	Windows key + D

Minimize all to Taskbar	Windows key + M

Move to next program	Alt + Tab

Move to previous program	Alt + Shift + Tab

Exit application	Alt + F4

Open Application system menu	Alt + Spacebar

Maximize application	Alt + Spacebar then X

Bring up the context menu of item	Shift + F10



Menus

Activate menu	Alt key

Completely leave menu	Alt key

Open submenu	Enter or Right arrow

Move through menu	Arrow keys

Perform command in menu	Enter key

Quickly jump and perform command	Underlined letter

Exit current submenu	Esc key

Note: A menu has to be open to jump to a command



Dialog Boxes

Move to next object	Tab key

Move to previous object	Shift + Tab key

Move to next page tab	Ctrl + Tab key

Move to previous page tab	Ctrl + Shift + Tab key

Activate button	Spacebar

Check/uncheck check box	Spacebar

Navigate to prior/next radio button	Up or Down arrow

Navigate in list or combo box	Up or Down arrow

Move up or down a slider bar	Arrow keys

Exit dialog box	Esc key



File/folder Management

Copy file/folder	Ctrl + C

Cut file/folder	Ctrl + X

Paste file/folder	Ctrl + V

Rename file/folder	F2

Find file/folder	F3

Refresh contents	F5

Delete file/folder	Del key

Delete file/folder (by-pass recycle bin)	Shift + Del key

Selecting files/folders together	Shift + Arrow keys

Selecting files/folders not together	Ctrl + Spacebar

Bring up file/folder properties	Alt + Enter



Note: when selecting files/folders that are not together, hold down the Ctrl key when moving from file to file. 



Internet Explorer

Accessing the Address bar	Alt + D

Go to next web link	Tab

Go to previous web link	Shift + Tab

Go to next page	Alt + Right arrow

Go to previous page	Alt + Left arrow

Activate link	Enter

Stop web page loading	Esc

Move down one screen	Page down

Move up one screen	Page up

Search internet	F3

Open new web address	Ctrl + O

Print web page	Ctrl + P



Microsoft Word



Font Formatting

Bold Text or Selection	Ctrl + B

Italicize Text or Selection	Ctrl + I

Underline Text or Selection	Ctrl + U

Change Font 	Ctrl + Shift + F

Change Font Size	Ctrl + Shift + P

Increase Font Size by one point	Ctrl + Shift + >

Decrease Font Size by one point	Ctrl + Shift + <

Remove all font formatting	Ctrl + Spacebar



Paragraph Formatting

Center paragraph or selection	Ctrl + E

Right align paragraph or selection	Ctrl + R

Left align paragraph or selection	Ctrl + L

Justify paragraph or selection	Ctrl + J

Double space paragraph or selection	Ctrl + 2

1.5 spacing for paragraph	Ctrl + 5

Single space paragraph or selection	Ctrl + 1

Indent paragraph half an inch	Ctrl + M

Change paragraph to hanging indent	Ctrl + T

Remove all paragraph formatting	Ctrl + Q



Document Navigation

Go to top of document	Ctrl + Home

Go to bottom of document	Ctrl + End

Move to beginning of line	Home

Move to end of line	End

Move down one screen	Page Down

Move up one screen	Page Up

Move to next page	Ctrl + Page Down

Move to previous page	Ctrl + Page Up

Go to a page, section, or bookmark	Ctrl + G



Document Editing 

Copy selected text	Ctrl + C

Cut selected text	Ctrl + X

Paste selected text	Ctrl + V

Select whole document	Ctrl + A

Delete text or selection	Del key

Delete letter to left of cursor	Backspace

Delete letter to right of cursor	Del

Find a word or phrase	Ctrl + F

Replace a word or phrase	Ctrl + H



Note: To select a letter, word, line, paragraph, page etc hold down the shift key plus the navigation keys listed in the document navigation section.



Document Management

Open a document	Ctrl + O

Close a document	Ctrl + F4

Create new document	Ctrl + N

Save a document	Ctrl + S

Save document with another name	F12

Print a document	Ctrl + P





General

Run spell checker	F7

List suggested correct word	Alt + F7

Run Thesaurus	Shift + F7

Undo last action	Ctrl + Z

Redo last action	Ctrl + Y

Insert page break	Ctrl + Enter

Insert hyperlink	Ctrl + K

 



 





Appendix I 



Assistive Technology Websites

Use the following links as starting points. This is not an inclusive list of companies selling assistive technology or websites for information about assistive technology. DBS does not endorse a particular company.



www.blindsoftware.com

Downloadable shareware, freeware, and demos.

 

www.magnifiers.org 

Downloadable software product demos.



www.aisquared.com 

Downloadable Zoomtext product demo.



www.gwmicro.com

Downloadable Window Eyes product demo.



www.freedomscientific.com:  

Downloadable JAWS & Magic product demo.. 



www.telesensory.com:  

 CCTV and low-vision products. 



www.nfb.org/Tech/buyingcomputer

Informative article for computer buyers.



www.artictech.com

Offers high tech devices.



www.dolphincomputeraccess.com:  

Downloadable product demos for Hal, Super Nova and Lunar screen readers



www.abledata.com  

Blindness & low-vision resource including product listings and evaluations. 



www.pulsedata.com:  

Pulse Data and VisuAide merged to form the HumanWare Group, to offer a variety of assistive technology devices.


Directory of DARS/DBS Field Offices



Abilene Field Office

4601 South First, #M

Abilene, TX 79605-0521

915-795-5840 or Toll Free: 800-687-7009



Amarillo Field Office

7120 I-40 West, #100

Amarillo, TX 79106-2500

806-353-9568 or Toll Free: 800-687-7010



Austin Field Headquarters

7517 Cameron Road, #120

Austin, TX 78752-2053

512-459-8575 or Toll Free: 800-687-7008



UT at Austin Field Office

P.O. Box 7639 UT Station

Austin, TX 78713-7639

512-471-6693



Beaumont Field Office

6432 Concord Road

Beaumont, TX 77708-4315

409-898-4188 or Toll Free: 800-687-7013



Bryan-College Station Field Office

1115-A Welsh Avenue

College Station, TX 77840-4264

979-696-9610 or Toll Free: 800-687-7014



Corpus Christi Field Headquarters

410 S. Padre Island Drive, #103

Corpus Christi, TX 78405-4122

361-289-1128 or Toll Free: 800-687-7015



Dallas Field Headquarters

6500 Greenville, Suite 250

Dallas, TX 75206

214-378-2600 or Toll Free: 800-687-7017



El Paso Field Headquarters

1314 Lomaland Drive

El Paso, TX 79935-5202

915-590-7388 or Toll Free: 800-687-7020

Fort Worth Field Headquarters

4200 South Freeway, #307

Fort Worth, TX 76115-1404

817-759-3500 or Toll Free: 800-687-7023



Harlingen Field Headquarters

1812 West Jefferson

Harlingen, TX 78550-5247

956-423-9411 or Toll Free 800-687-7025



Houston Field Headquarters

Heights Medical Tower

427 W. 20th Street, #407

Houston, TX 77008-2430

713-802-3100 or Toll Free: 800-687-7028



Laredo Field Office

313 West Village Boulevard, #112

Laredo, TX 78041-2275

956-723-2954 or Toll Free: 800-687-7030



Lubbock Field Headquarters

Corporate Center

5121 69th Street, Suite A-5

Lubbock, TX 79424-1631

806-798-8181 or Toll Free: 800-687-7032



Texas Tech University Center for the Visually Impaired Field Office

Texas Tech Library

Lubbock, TX 79409-0001

806-742-2253



Lufkin Field Office

3201 South Medford Dr., #5

Lufkin, TX 75901-5796

936-634-8700 or Toll Free: 800-687-7033



McAllen Field Office

801 Nolana Street, Suite 115

McAllen, TX 78504-3023

956-971-9419 or Toll Free: 800-687-7037



Odessa Field Office

3016 Kermit Hwy., #A

Odessa, TX 79764-7307

Phone: 432-332-3181 or Toll Free: 800-687-7034 



San Angelo Field Office

622 South Oakes, Suite D

San Angelo, TX 76903-7013

325-659-7920 or Toll Free: 800-687-7038



San Antonio Field Headquarters

4204 Woodcock Drive, Suite 274

Trinity Building

San Antonio, TX 78228-1309

210-732-9751 or Toll Free: 800-687-7039



Southeast Field Headquarters

10060 Fuqua

Houston, TX 77089-1339

713-944-9924 or Toll Free: 800-687-7036



Texarkana Field Office

410 Baylor Street, Suite C

Texarkana, TX 75501-3290

903-255-3200 or Toll Free: 800-687-7040



Tyler Field Headquarters

Woodgate Office Park, Building 1 - 106

1121 East South East Loop 323

Tyler, TX 75701-9660

903-581-9945 or Toll Free: 800-687-7042



Victoria Field Office

Town Plaza Mall

1502 E. Airline #13

Victoria, TX 77901-4116

361-575-2352 or Toll Free: 800-687-7043



Waco Field Headquarters

801 Austin Avenue, Suite 710

Waco, TX 76701-1937

254-753-1552 or Toll Free: 800-687-7044



Wichita Falls Field Office

Millennium Towers, #102

3709 Gregory Street, Suite 102

Wichita Falls, TX 76308-1624

940-691-8675 or Toll Free: 800-687-7045
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DFW-area services for people who are blind and visually impaired

AARP Sights and Sounds

Deaf and blind support group

214-521-0407
Web: www.deafactioncentertexas.org

Alexander Vision Resource Center and Eye Clinic

Free eye exams and glasses for children, information and referral, support group

682-885-4499
Email: cathier@cookchildrens.org
Web: www.cookchildrens.org

Alliance of and for Visually Impaired Texans (AVIT)

A network of organizations bringing a unified voice to policymakers and state/community boards

512-630-2848
Web: www.alliancevitexans.org

American Council of the Blind (ACB)

Consumer organization

Dallas chapter: 214-368-6392
Fort Worth chapter: 817-370-8501 www.acb-fw.org
ACB of Texas: 866-929-2228 www.acbtexas.org
National: 800-424-8666 www.acb.org

Council of Citizens with Low Vision International

An affiliate of the American Council of the Blind
Web: www.cclvi.org

American Foundation for the Blind (AFB)

A national nonprofit that expands possibilities for people with vision loss, AFB Center on Vision Loss-Dallas offers solutions for independence, information and demonstrations of home adaptations, high and low tech devices, and connection to appropriate resources to support programming for children and adults

214-352-7222
Email: dallas@afb.net
Web: www.afb.org

Blind Ambitions Groups

Adult support groups, computer and job readiness training, diabetes education, job placement

888-760-9252
Email: info@blindambitionsgroups.org
Web: www.blindambitionsgroups.org

Dallas Area Rapid Transit

Rail, bus, paratransit, HOV lanes and rideshare services

Customer information center: 214-979-1111
Paratransit services: 214-515-7272
Email: custinfo@dart.org
Web: www.dart.org

Dallas Association of the Blind

Consumer organization

972-271-9911
Email: rpharley1@verizon.net

Dallas Lighthouse for the Blind

Employment, technology training, orientation and mobility, limited independent living, recreation

214-821-2375
Email: info@dallaslighthouse.org
Web: www.dallaslighthouse.org

Dallas Services - Low Vision Clinic

Vision rehabilitation services for all ages, low vision devices and low cost glasses. Preschool for children with special needs; advocacy/awareness program; testing and evaluation clinic.

214-828-9900
Web: www.dallasservices.org

Deaf and Blind Multi-handicapped Association of Texas

Consumer organization

432-264-6780
Email: pwelch@texasonline.net
Web: www.dbmat-tx.org/

Department of Ophthalmology UT Southwestern Medical Center

Education to future eye care professionals, research, patient care

214-645-2020
Email: kndu@parknet.pmh.org
Web: www.utsouthwestern.edu/ophth

Descriptive Video Service

Narrated visual descriptions of TV and video programs, theaters with Descriptive Video Service (DVS)

800-333-1203
Email: access@wgbh.org
Web: http://main.wgbh.org/wgbh/pages/mag/

DARS Division for Blind Services

Vocational and independent living services for people of all ages and their families

Dallas office: 214-378-2600, toll-free 800-687-7017
TTY: 214-890-7708
Fort Worth office: 817-759-3500, toll-free 800-687-7023
Web: www.dars.state.tx.us/dbs/

DARS Division for Early Childhood Intervention (ECI) Services

Toll-free inquiries number: 800-628-5115
TTY: 866-581-9328
Email: dars.inquiries@dars.state.tx.us
Web: www.dars.state.tx.us/ecis/

Education Service Centers

Supplemental services to local education programs from birth to age 21

Region 10 ESC - Dallas

972-348-1590
Email: susan.lawrence@region10.org
Web: www.region10.org/ssvi/index.html

Region 11 ESC - Fort Worth

817-740-7567
Email: ouriegas@esc11.net
Web: www.esc11.net

Farmers Branch Seniors Support Group

Farmers Branch senior citizens center meets every Tuesday, 10 am to noon

214-731-8805, 972-919-8740
Email: fbinfo@farmersbranch.info

Fort Worth Transit and MITS

817-215-8600
Email: tweb@the-t.com
Web: www.the-t.com

Hadley School for the Blind

Tuition-free distance education

800-323-4238
Email: info@hadley-school.org
Web: www.hadley.edu

Helen Keller National Center for Youth and Adults Who Are Deaf/Blind

Information and referral, advocacy, consultation, and training

972-490-9677
Web: www.hknc.org

Information and Referral Network

2-1-1 Texas, a program of the Texas Health and Human Services Commission, is committed to helping Texas citizens connect with the services they need

Dial 211
Information on services available in your area: www.211texas.org
Information on state benefits: www.yourtexasbenefits.com

Job Accommodations Network

Accommodation information

1-800-526-7234
Web: www.jan.wvu.edu

Lighthouse for the Blind of Fort Worth

Employment, orientation and mobility, rehabilitation services

817-332-3341
Email: rehab@lighthousefw.org
Web: www.lighthousefw.org

Lions Sight and Tissue Foundation

Free eye exams and glasses for low income children and adults, as well as recycling of eye glasses, transplant services

972-276-1250

National Federation of the Blind (NFB)

Consumer organization

Dallas chapter: 214-747-3922
Arlington chapter: 817-274-5325
Fort Worth chapter: 817-738-0350
Web: www.nfb.org

NFB of Texas

512-323-1629
Web: www.nfb-texas.org

Newsline

Automated talking newspaper by telephone
888-882-1629
Email: newsline@nfb-texas.org

Texas Association of Blind Students

877-887-5902
Web: www.nfb-texas.org/tabs.html

Parkland Hospital Eye Clinic

Eye medical treatment and low vision services for low income residents of Dallas county

214-590-5601
Web: www.pmh.org

Prevent Blindness Texas

Vision screenings for adults and children, eye health and safety programs, free eye exams and glasses for those in need, and support groups

Web: www.preventblindness.org

Dallas: 214-528-5521
Email: pbtdallas@sbcglobal.net

Fort Worth: 817-332-8125
Email: info@preventblindnessfw.org
Web: www.preventblindnessfw.org

Reading and Radio Resource

Information through a radio reading service and audio recordings of printed material. 214-871-7668

800-871-7668
Email: reading@readingresource.org
Web: www.readingresource.org

Reach Resource Centers on Independent Living

Information, referral, and case management for people who are disabled

Web: www.reachcils.org

Dallas: 214-630-4796
TTY: 214-630-5995
Email: reachdallas@reachcils.org

Denton: 940-383-1062
Email: reachden@reachcils.org

Fort Worth: 817-870-9082
TTY: 817-870-9086
Email: reachftw@reachcils.org

Plano: 972-398-1111
Email: reachplano@reachcils.org

Learning Ally

Records college and high school textbooks and lends them to students

Austin: 512-323-9390
National: 800-221-4792
Email: custserv@learningAlly.org
Web: www.learningAlly.org

Retina Foundation of the Southwest

Research, testing and evaluation of infants and children who have developmental and neurological problems; genetic counseling

214-363-3911
Email: rfsw@retinafoundation.org
Web: www.retinafoundation.org

Social Security Administration

800-772-1213
Web: www.ssa.gov

Telephone Directory Assistance Exemptions

Contact the local phone company

Texas Association for Parents of Children with Visual Impairments

800-872-5273
Web: www.spedex.com/napvi/chapters.html#5

National Association for Parents of Children with Visual Impairments: 800-562-6265
Email: napvi@perkins.org
Web: www.spedex.com/napvi/

Texas Center for the Visually Challenged

Descriptive video lending & computers w/speech

214-340-6328
Email: info@computersfortheblind.net

Texas Federation of the Blind

Consumer organization

972-681-9622
281-820-2253
Web: www.tfotb.org

Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired

Residential school in Austin, outreach, information and referral

800-872-5273
Web: www.tsbvi.edu

Texas State Library

Lending library of books in Braille, large print, and cassette tape

800-252-9605
Email: tbp.services@tsl.state.tx.us
Web: www.texastalkingbooks.org

Texas Workforce Centers

Employment services

877-872-5627
Web: www.workintexas.com
Texas Workforce Commission: www.twc.state.tx.us

Veterans Affairs Medical Center/Vision Impairment Services

Rehabilitation training, assistance and benefits for veterans

214-857-2018
Email: raymond.lisauckis@va.gov
Web: http://www.va.gov/blindrehab/

Low Vision Veterans Support Group - Dallas

(214) 857-1918
Email: bruce.davis@va.gov

Blinded Veterans Association

800-669-7079
Email: bva@bva.org
Web: www.bva.org

Visual Aid Volunteers, Inc.

Producers of Braille materials

972-272-1615
Email: info@vavtx.org
Web: www.vavtx.org




Family Tips



Division for Blind Services would like to express appreciation to the Criss Cole Rehabilitation consumers who offered the insights and advice included in this handout.



Blindness



Take time to learn about my visual impairment.  Know how it affects the way I do things.  For example, I may need my telephone messages in large print, on the answering machine, cassette tape, or computer, etc.  Please understand that you do not have to talk loudly.  A vision loss is different from a hearing loss.  Say out loud what you think is important.  Body language is difficult to read; i.e., nodding your head , pointing, etc.  I want to know what is going on around me so I may need things described to me.  Using the words like “look”,  “see”, and “watch out” are okay.  Sometimes no other words will do.



Independence



I may have new ways of doing old things.  Please encourage and support me as I learn to do things on my own.  Learning to be independent has changed me and this may change our relationship.  Together we can make it work.  Allow me to make my own decisions.  I want to speak and do for myself and discover my own potential.  Don’t feel badly if I do not accept your offers for assistance.  Understand my need to be independent.  I may enjoy walking on my own, cooking meals, doing laundry, etc.  It is my responsibility to ask for help when I need it.  Just because I can do a skill independently does not mean that I always want to; sometimes I like surprises of your assistance.  Support me in getting and keeping a job in a field consistent with my skills, abilities, and interest.



Travel



Please don’t play with my cane.  I use my cane as a tool for independence.  I’ll be in charge of putting it away and getting it when I need to travel.  Please don’t take it away from me and trust me to know when I need to use it.  Allow me to explore my own environment.  I’ll ask questions when I need to.  Just walk beside me and be my friend.



Organization



I enjoy my privacy and space.  If I place something somewhere, that is where I want it.  Please don’t move it.  I f you borrow things, put them back where you found it.  We may need to establish organizational systems – even if it’s organized clutter.  Be mindful of where you leave things, especially in the walkway; i.e.,packages on the front porch, in the doorway, stairs, etc.  Talking about how we are going to handle situations is helpful; i.e., food lines, menus, cutting foods, setting up appointments, household chores, financial issues, purchases, etc.



Daily Living Skills



If something is new to the house, I may need to familiarize myself to it; i.e., TV, microwave, stereo.  We may need to change the way we serve food.  These are hints that will help me:  



Understand that people with low vision may need different lighting and/or contrasting colors.  For example, coffee in a white cup, dark food served on light dinner plate, contrasting tablecloth, placemat, or glasses.



Do not fill containers completely full of liquid, especially hot beverages.



When placing a plate on the table or while eating a meal, give “clock” directions to the location of the food. 



Knives can be dangerous if not handled with care.  Put knives facing down.  Handles need to be up in the dish drainer or have dishwasher fork safety issues.  Don’t leave sharp knives on the counter.



Understand that things take longer – like shopping as I’m learning new areas for the first time.   I’ll begin to orient myself to new areas a little at a time and may seek input.  After awhile I’m sure to become acquainted with new areas and will travel at a regular pace.   We all make mistakes, allow me to make my share.  



Expectations



As a family, we will change and learn together.  I need you to be willing to change and grow beside me.  As I assume a more independent role, your direct and honest comments on my progress will encourage me and help me in doing things better.  When meeting new people, allow me the opportunity to explain my visual impairment myself.  Sometimes I feel more comfortable participating in the conversation than being a bystander.  As those who know me best, you have the right to express your fears and feelings but realize that final decisions are up to me.  As a person who is blind, I may have many products that help me in seeing better.  I understand that there is not one piece of equipment that will help me see as I did before.  More importantly I’ll be able to use non-visual skills to help me to be independent in the things I cannot see.  I’ll know what is best for me and will let you know.  


DARS/DBS Diabetes Program

Contact:	Lisa Golden   Phone:  512-377-0461 email: Lisa.Golden@dars.state.tx.us



Diabetes is a lifelong disease where your body can’t properly use the energy from the foods you eat.  The complications of diabetes are preventable with self care.  The key to managing diabetes is by keeping blood sugars in the following range:

	Fasting:	70-110 mg/dL    2 hours after meal:  <180 mg/dL

	Hemoglobin A1c <7%

DARS contracts with vendors across Texas to provide assessment and educational services (up to 15 hours) to our consumers.  The education is based on the AADE7 self care behaviors which are:

	Eating healthy				Healthy coping

	Being active					Problem solving

	Monitoring					Reducing risk

	Medication

In addition, the vendors support the consumer’s vocational rehabilitation goals by providing an opportunity for the consumer to use their interviewing skills (via the assessment and post assessment), goal setting, develop new learning, problem solving, record keeping, and advocating for their needs.

The consumers who can benefit from the diabetes program are:

1. Consumers who need surgery or a medical procedure and their diabetes is not under control.

2. Consumers who’s diabetes is affecting their ability to work (sick days, lost time, increased health care costs)

3. Consumers whose poor control of their diabetes may lead to further complications (neuropathy, stroke, kidney disease, cardiovascular problems, etc.)

4. Consumers who lack the knowledge of managing their diabetes now that they have lost their sight.

5. Consumers who are newly diagnosed 

6. Consumers who might be going to Criss Cole Rehabilitation Center.  (CCRC does not provide medical services so the consumer must be able to self manage and be able to fully participate in their training)



Diabetes equipment:

Blood glucose meter – DARS provides the ability to purchase a talking glucose meter and an initial supply of test strips for consumers and the diabetes vendors will instruct the consumer on its use.  The consumer may prefer to use another meter or may have a community resource for supplies that better meets their needs.

Count a Dose – The warehouse carries a supply of this tool which allows a blind person to draw insulin into a syringe from a traditional vial.  There are also insulin pens available on the market which is preloaded with insulin and a consumer would count the clicks which they are tactile and somewhat audio.

Blood Pressure Monitor – High blood pressure wrecks havoc on the body.  When the veins get smaller, it is easier for the glucose in the blood to cause damage.  The diabetes vendors may recommend that the consumer obtain a blood pressure meter, can help with the DARS form, and can instruct the consumer on its use.



Please note that the diabetes vendor is encouraged to make recommendations and suggestions for what equipment or training a consumer may need.  However, it is the responsibility of the Counselor and/or the IL Worker to manage the consumer’s needs, make the decision on whether to follow through on the recommendations, and order adaptive equipment.



Resources:

Texas Diabetes Council   http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/diabetes/

American Diabetes Association www.diabetes.org

D Life www.dlife.com

American Dietetic Association www.eatright.org

If you know of great resources for diabetes information and supplies in your community, please let me know.   

